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Fig. 1: The April 27, 1969 issue of The Black Panther, the Party’s weekly newspaper, 
depicting a child eating breakfast. Caption reads, “If it wasn’t for Huey, there wouldn’t 
be a free breakfast for children program.” 
Columbia State University Library Image Gallery.  
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Soul food; grits, eggs, bread, and meat for the stomachs is where it’s at when it comes to 
properly preparing our children for education. 
-The Black Panther, September 7, 1968 
 
A child sits in a classroom, her empty stomach rumbling. Her teacher stands at 
the chalkboard, explaining a story problem: “Johnny has five apples. He eats one, and 
gives one to his sister. How many apples does Johnny have left?” The girl knows it is a 
simple question, but she didn’t keep track of the numbers. Her mind was on the apples 
the whole time. This story, or a variation of it, appears in numerous issues of the Black 
Panther Party’s weekly newspaper beginning in late 1968. Sitting across from me in his 
Sacramento home last summer, former Black Panther Billy X Jennings described a 
similar phenomenon among West Oakland’s black schoolchildren: “This was before, 
like food stamps and all that kinda stuff…we had many kids who were falling out, 
fainting, you know, like, ‘I can’t take it anymore.’” Anecdotes like this emphasized that 
food was necessary to survive, of course. But the Black Panthers also used these stories 
to argue that being well-fed was necessary to learn, succeed, and ultimately overcome 
the discrimination that caused black children to go hungry at nearly thrice the rate of 
whites.1 
Party members presented this image of a malnourished child unable to 
concentrate in school in order to illustrate what they believed to be the failure of the 
U.S. government to adequately address racialized poverty and hunger, as well as to 
illuminate a logical fallacy they saw white culture and institutions replicating to justify 
black Americans’ social position. Dominant culture around them propagated the 
message that black Americans’ persistent poverty was a symptom of cultural and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Quotations from Billy X Jennings, interview by Meredith Wade, August 2016. 
For examples of anecdotes, see The Black Panther, selected issues, 1969-1970.  
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biological inferiority that prevented them from succeeding academically. The Panthers, 
however, argued that it was hunger at fault for poor black children’s performance in 
school.  
“So instead of [the schools] coming up with some kind of program,” Jennings 
continued, “their reaction was let’s take them home so they can get some food. Y’know, 
that’s bourgeois thinking. If they had food, they would’ve ate it before they got their ass 
to the school.” The Panthers had another solution. To support black children’s well-
being – and their performance in school – they would provide what they considered a 
good breakfast, for free, each morning. In early 1969, the Black Panthers held the first 
Free Breakfast for Children in the basement of St. Augustine’s church in West Oakland. 
That first morning, Party founder Bobby Seale cooked alongside the Panthers’ spiritual 
advisor, Reverend Earl A. Neil, and Ruth Beckford, a local dance teacher who was 
involved in a variety of West Oakland’s community service programs. The meals served 
that week were the first of hundreds the Black Panther Party would sponsor across the 
nation through a new initiative known as Free Breakfast for Children: bacon, eggs, grits, 
milk, and hot chocolate every day. Fruit twice a week as donations allowed. Half a 
doughnut from Neldam’s Bakery on Telegraph Avenue for special occasions. A 
teaspoon of cod liver oil with each meal, for health. “We were the first ones to merge 
education and nutrition together,” Jennings proudly proclaimed. “Not no college 
group, not no governmental group, not no professional Einstein. It was the Panthers 
from Oakland who did that.”2  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Quotations from Jennings. For further background on Beckford and St. 
Augustine’s, see Ruth Beckford, interview by Penny Peak, Going for Happiness: An Oral 
History of Ruth Beckford, August 4, 1993; Rev. Earl A. Neil, “Black Panther Party and 
Father Neil,” It’s About Time: Black Panther Party Legacy and Alumni, 
http://www.itsabouttimebpp.com/our_stories/chapter1/bpp_and_father_neil.html. 
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As the program spread from Oakland to Chicago, priests who opened their 
parishes and businessmen who donated supplies began receiving persistent phone calls 
from law enforcement of all ranks. Rumors surfaced that the food was poisoned and the 
volunteers diseased, while in some cities, fully armed government agents burst through 
the doors “looking for fugitives.” That spring, the FBI Chief of Domestic Intelligence 
released a memo on behalf of Director J. Edgar Hoover condemning the work Beckford 
and Seale had pioneered as “violent…anti-white propaganda” that allowed the Black 
Panther Party to “create an image of civility, assume community control of Negroes, 
and to fill adolescent children with their insidious poison.”3 
Though some historians have argued that the Free Breakfast for Children 
signified a shift in the Black Panther Party’s strategy, it shared core goals and values 
with the rest of the Panthers’ platform. Until this point, the Party’s major activity had 
been conducting armed observations of police officers in primarily black Oakland 
neighborhoods to stem the persistent problem of police brutality against African 
Americans. The police patrols were the Party’s first concrete exercise in what they 
defined as armed self-defense, which urged black people to protect themselves and 
their neighbors, by force if necessary, in the face of legal and extralegal violence. The 
Panthers introduced the Free Breakfast for Children in the late 1960s, after earning 
themselves a reputation – much of which they curated themselves – for militancy. 
Though their strategy was motivated by a desire for safety and protection, white 
Americans often described the Panthers’ patrols as aggressive, violent, and “anti-
white.” By late 1968, such perceptions had begun to damage the Party’s structure and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 For more on government repression of BPP survival programs, see Kathleen 
Cleaver, Liberation, Imagination, and the Black Panther Party: A New Look at the Panthers 
and Their Legacy, New York: Routledge, 2001, 87-88; final quotations from ibid.      
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ability to carry out its mission. In these narratives, the Panthers stopped raising guns to 
the dominant power structure that threatened black Americans’ lives and livelihoods, 
and began to feed children (and test for sickle cell anemia, and provide free clothing 
and childcare, among other crucial social services). 
Despite the radical significance of feeding black children, some Panthers 
themselves viewed the Free Breakfast for Children as a distraction from the Party’s true 
mission of total revolution. Most notable among critics from within the Party was 
Eldridge Cleaver, who called the free breakfast program “reformist” and disagreed 
fundamentally with its implementation. It was not uncommon for male Panthers, when 
their chapter of the Party instituted a breakfast program and required them to 
volunteer, to dismiss the cooking and canvassing required for the program as “sissy 
work” not worthy of their attention. Often, male Panthers purported to dislike the 
breakfast program because it was not as directly “revolutionary” as the Party’s other 
strategies. But their resistance also reflected deeper discomfort with the program’s 
emphasis on domestic work that was coded as feminine at the time.4  
Though Black Panthers and historians alike have argued that survival programs 
indicated a turn away from the Party’s original rhetoric, the Free Breakfast for Children 
was nothing short of revolutionary. Racialized hunger ate away at black children and 
adults’ physical, mental, and emotional health. State-sponsored welfare programs that 
offered free breakfast or lunch to children at public schools often failed to reach 
predominantly black schools adequately, if at all. The inability to access enough food, or 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 Jennings. For resistance to the Free Breakfast for Children within the Party, see 
also Joshua Bloom and Waldo E. Martin, Jr. Black Against Empire: The History and Politics 
of the Black Panther Party (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2013); Paul 
Alkebulan, Survival Pending Revolution: The History of the Black Panther Party (Tuscaloosa: 
University of Alabama Press, 2007). 
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to control the kind of food they ate, was as much a phenomenon of structural violence 
as the brutal impact of police surveillance and harassment. The Free Breakfast for 
Children, then, was exactly in line with the Party’s rhetoric of self-defense.  
Hunger has been characterized a number of different ways by government 
institutions, social movements against hunger, and those who have experienced it. This 
project will mobilize two terms, food security and food justice, that capture crucially 
different aspects of hunger and the Black Panthers’ attempts to address it. A food 
security framework addresses “undernourishment,” or the lack of sufficient food. 
“Nourishment,” in this case, was measured in terms of emergent nutritional science that 
assumed a monolithic population with static nutritional needs. Government programs 
and humanitarian efforts in the Cold War era compiled survey data on malnutrition, 
characterizing hunger as a national epidemic. A 1968 Citizens’ Board of Inquiry 
produced a report called Hunger, U.S.A. that urged the federal government to expand 
federal food assistance programs and distribute food stamps to qualified individuals at 
no cost. Though they may not have used the phrase “food security,” the orchestrators 
behind Hunger, U.S.A. described hunger as a question of having “enough” food, and 
suggested that the solution was to make more food accessible to those who experienced 
undernourishment.5  
Though food security allowed researchers and politicians to conceptualize 
hunger as a national problem, this model did not press very far into malnourishment’s 
deeper systemic causes. As sociologist and food scholar Raj Patel notes, “if governments 
aim merely for food security as a policy goal, the politically difficult questions of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 Citizens’ Board of Inquiry into Hunger and Malnutrition in the United States. 
Hunger, U.S.A. Boston: Beacon Press, 1968; Raj Patel, “Food Sovereignty: Power, 
Gender, and the Right to Food,” PLOS Medicine 9, no. 6 (June 2012). 
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inequality in power that produced food insecurity would be ignored.” Through the Free 
Breakfast program, the Black Panthers illuminated racialized food insecurity, but they 
also practiced food justice. Food justice takes hunger to be an outgrowth of inequality, 
and seeks to fill bellies by giving those who experience hunger more control over their 
diet while addressing the race, gender, and class injustice responsible for their lack of 
food. The Panthers incorporated education into the Free Breakfast for Children, using 
the breakfast program to publicize and explore the issues responsible for black 
Americans’ disproportionate hunger.  
The Free Breakfast for Children prioritized self-reliance and self-determination, 
which are central to both food justice and a similar ethos described as food sovereignty. 
The Panthers ran the Free Breakfast for Children guided by the idea that “soul food: 
grits, eggs, bread, and meat is where it’s at.” Their concept of a “good breakfast” was 
guided by cultural meanings assigned to food, and the logistics of the program 
prioritized community autonomy. These key differences reflected aspects of both food 
justice and food sovereignty, and set the Panther breakfasts apart from federal efforts to 
address hunger, which prioritized scientific ideas of nutrition and often made welfare 
recipients feel dependent on or monitored by the state. Contemporary food scholars tie 
the food justice framework back to movements initiated by urban people of color in the 
United States, but they credit the concept of food sovereignty to agricultural workers in 
Latin America. While the Black Panthers certainly mobilized core values of food 
sovereignty in their survival programs, this work will refer to the Free Breakfast for 
Children program as an example of food justice to respect the origins of each term.6  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 For further discussion of the difference between food justice and food 
sovereignty, see Eric Holt-Gimenez and Yi Wang, “Reform or Transformation? The 
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The Black Panther Party’s Free Breakfast for Children was a powerful vehicle for 
radical self-preservation and self-determination. The Panthers and community 
volunteers behind the free breakfast program made a revolutionary statement about the 
value of black life and autonomy, which they supported through food justice efforts. 
Despite its political significance and imprint on the lives of the people it served, the Free 
Breakfast for Children has been understated, understudied, and under-celebrated. The 
Party’s food justice efforts were overshadowed at the time by the militant image they 
initially cultivated, which drew the public’s attention primarily to their practice of 
armed self-defense. The Free Breakfast continues to be overlooked in historiography 
that favors the Panthers’ guns and formal political rhetoric. The program itself has been 
rendered more reformist, more feminine, and less political than armed self-defense, 
while the Party’s public image and subsequent historiography has erased the black 
women volunteers most responsible for its success. Both processes of erasure enact 
violence on the women they make invisible, and sever contemporary political actors 
from powerful potential strategies. 
Black women both in and outside the Black Panther Party were directly 
responsible for the success of the Free Breakfast for Children program. Though male 
Panthers contributed essential labor to the program as well, black women contributed 
vital social labor, building relationships with local businesspeople who provided food 
and supplies to the program as well as recruiting, training, and coordinating other 
volunteers. Black women also contributed substantial culinary labor to the Free 
Breakfast for Children, spending hours preparing food for the hundreds of children 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Pivotal Role of Food Justice in the U.S. Food Movement,” Race/Ethnicity: 
Multidisciplinary Global Contexts 5, no. 1 (Autumn 2011): 83-102. 
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who attended each morning. As Ruth Beckford-Smith, a catalytic leader in the first Free 
Breakfast program, puts it, these contributions have been “overshadowed by the guns.” 
But they have also been tied to womanhood in both the Panthers’ and subsequent 
historians’ narratives of the program. The large-scale culinary labor and community 
organizing efforts black women led to support the Free Breakfast have been 
naturalized, and by extension, written out of analyses of the program because they have 
not been presented as active, conscious, political actions.7  
Scholars like Joshua Bloom, Waldo Martin, Paul Alkebulan, and Judson Jeffries 
have provided comprehensive histories of the Party’s strategy. These texts explore the 
significance of survival programs and often mention the Free Breakfast as the most 
well-known survival program. However, they have rarely given it the depth of study it 
deserves. Historians of the Black Panthers often devote far more attention to armed self-
defense and the Party’s political rhetoric, both of which have been coded as masculine 
and formally political in contrast with survival programs like the Free Breakfast. Jakobi 
Williams and Robyn C. Spencer, among others, have offered thorough analyses of 
women’s experiences in the Party, but rarely go into detail about the uniquely gendered 
site of political struggle that was the Free Breakfast. Nik Heynen, Mary Potorti, and Raj 
Patel have brought a wide range of theoretical lenses to the Free Breakfast, using 
geography, critical race theory, and sociology to illuminate the Free Breakfast for 
Children as a response to the structural violence of racialized hunger. Yet scholars have 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 Quotation from Ruth Beckford, interviewed by Penny Peak, Going for Happiness: 
An Oral History of Ruth Beckford, August 4, 1993.   
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rarely documented the practical workings of and response to the Free Breakfast for 
Children with specific attention towards women’s contributions.8 
“Food studies,” “food justice,” and “food sovereignty” have gained traction in 
fields from sociology to geochemistry, but as scholars across disciplines turn 
increasingly to the subject of food, they have illuminated essential gaps in the 
historiography of American inequality, social movements, and nation-building. 
Contemporary food studies scholarship has begun to evaluate food systems’ complex 
social and environmental impacts, yet fails to question the implicit race, gender, and 
class politics underpinning notions of “good food.” Conversely, histories of midcentury 
American social movements – even thorough accounts of the Black Panther Party – lack 
sustained critical analysis of food justice work. Together, these threads implicitly 
devalue the historically feminized labor central to food justice, erase black women’s 
essential contributions, and minimize the diversity of experiences within social groups.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 For general Black Panther Party histories and histories of the survival programs, 
see: Bloom and Martin, Black Against Empire; Judson L. Jeffries, On the Ground: The Black 
Panther Party in Communities Across America (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 
2010); Alkebulan, Survival Pending Revolution. 
For histories that specifically address gender and women Panthers: Jakobi 
Williams, “Don’t no woman have to do nothing she don’t want to do”: Gender, 
Activism, and the Illinois Black Panther Party,” Black Women, Gender, and Families 6, no. 
2 (Fall 2012): 29-54; Robyn Ceanne Spencer, “Engendering the Black Freedom Struggle: 
Revolutionary Black Womanhood and the Black Panther Party in the Bay Area, 
California,” Journal of Women’s History 20, no. 1 (Spring 2008): 90-113. 
For theoretical approaches, see: Mary Potorti, “Feeding Revolution: The Black 
Panther Party and the Politics of Food,” Radical Teacher 98 (Winter 2014): 43-50; Nik 
Heynen, “Bending the Bars of Empire from Every Ghetto for Survival: The Black 
Panther Party’s Radical Antihunger Politics of Social Reproduction and Scale,” Annals of 
the Association of American Geographers 99, no. 2 (April 2009), 406-422; Patel, “Food 
Sovereignty: Power, Gender, and the Right to Food”; Raj Patel, “Survival Pending 
Revolution: What the Black Panther Party Can Teach the U.S. Food Movement,” in Food 
Movements Unite!: Strategies to Transform Our Food System, ed. Samir Amin (Oakland: 
Food First Books, 2011). 
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The first chapter will provide an overview of the Free Breakfast for Children 
program as a survival strategy parallel to armed self-defense. This chapter engages 
white opposition to the Free Breakfast for Children as evidence of the program’s 
significance and as an obstacle to its success. Survival programs in general, and the Free 
Breakfast program specifically, angered whites because they threatened to expose white 
supremacy at work while simultaneously offering an intimate channel for resistance. 
White resistance, in turn, diverted resources from the program, made way for covert 
and overt police repression, and distracted from the deeply entrenched structural 
racism behind black hunger.  
The second chapter details the labor black women in and outside the Black 
Panthers contributed to the Free Breakfast program as revolutionary praxis. During the 
1960s, prominent representations of black women often depicted them as incompetent 
mothers. Opponents of the breakfast program even criticized it on the grounds that it 
would enable black mothers’ supposed negligence. Scholars and politicians like Daniel 
Patrick Moynihan constructed and propagated these beliefs, which were later 
weaponized against social welfare programs. Yet even as many white Americans 
decried black mothers’ alleged inability to care for their children, black women poured 
hours of labor and energy into feeding their own and their neighbors’ children at the 
Free Breakfast. Women like Ruth Beckford-Smith, Vanetta Molson-Turner, Tamara 
Lacey, Frankye Malika Adams, Barbara Easley Cox, Claudia Williams, and Ora 
Williams engaged in community feminism by garnering essential donations and 
providing much-needed culinary labor to the program. 
The final chapter argues that the Panthers’ own record of the program, especially 
in terms of photographs and video footage, highlighted male Panthers’ contributions to 
the detriment of female volunteers. In an effort to push back on damaging perceptions 
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of the Party and black masculinity more broadly, male Panthers at work in the breakfast 
program appeared frequently in photos. The visual record shows black women at work 
in the Free Breakfast, which push back similarly on the notion of negligent black 
mothers. However, these photos also underscore the connection between domestic 
labor and femininity. Such representations created a strategic counternarrative of the 
Black Panther Party and the black family. But they did this work on the foundation of 
normative gender roles and limiting patriarchal assumptions that have contributed to 
the erasure of black women involved in the Free Breakfast for Children. 
Specifically because the Free Breakfast for program utilized food and nutrition as 
a site of political struggle, it exemplified the Black Panther Party’s most radical 
ideologies about black people’s survival and well-being. It was not just a step towards 
revolution but a revolution in and of itself. Specifically because the program dealt with 
food, black women offered crucial labor responsible for its day-to-day functioning and 
ultimate success. And specifically because it dealt with food, the Party’s visual strategy 
around the Free Breakfast for Children glorified male Panthers’ participation while de-
emphasizing women’s contributions – a pattern that many scholars have allowed to go 
unquestioned. As a food justice activist, I aim to leverage the alternative food 
movement’s current momentum by reconnecting practitioners to its anti-racist roots. As 
a historian, I aim to move beyond a dualistic narrative of black revolutionaries against 
the white establishment to a multidimensional story of the countless Americans who 
struggled for survival, quality of life, and self-expression through food. 
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Chapter I. 
 
Guns to Grits:  






Fig. 2: Black Panther Jerry Odinka Dunigan speaks with young attendees at the Free 
Breakfast for Children in Chicago, 1970.  
Photo by Stephen Shames.  
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While the federal government investigated hunger and local government counted 
hunger, the Black Panther Party satisfied the hunger of small children who otherwise 
might have gone to school without breakfast. 
-Rev. Eugene Boyle 
 
 In July 1969, white newspaper columnist George N. Crocker penned a scathing 
editorial in The San Francisco Examiner that targeted the Black Panther Party. 
Specifically, Crocker lambasted the Party’s effort to feed black children. Since the 
beginning of the year, the Party’s central committee had devoted their energy to 
implementing a series of “serve the people” initiatives aimed at addressing black 
Americans’ basic needs. The most successful of these efforts was the Free Breakfast for 
Children program, which offered free meals to neighborhood children each weekday 
morning. Panthers and community volunteers gathered donations of food and money, 
petitioned churches and other public buildings for space to stage their program, and 
advertised by word of mouth and Panther publications. They prepared and served 
food. They even helped children cross the street to the program. At first, the Panthers 
served just a handful of children at St. Augustine’s Episcopal Church in West Oakland. 
But word spread through local bulletins and classroom whispers, and by the end of the 
first week, St. Augustine’s basement bustled with over a hundred “little brothers and 
sisters.” As demand grew, the Party implemented breakfast programs in Crocker’s San 
Francisco, Vallejo, and Los Angeles. Eventually, the Party required every chapter to 
administer a Free Breakfast for Children: the program fed hundreds in Seattle, Detroit, 
Richmond, Kansas City, and the Bronx. Party founder Bobby Seale professed that if the 
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Panthers could not “put a chicken in every basket, they could put a breakfast in every 
hungry kid’s stomach.”9 
Crocker found the Free Breakfast for Children program intolerable. In his 
editorial, he referred to the Panthers as a “collection of ex-cons and gunmen,” a phrase 
borrowed from San Francisco Mayor Joseph Alioto’s crusade against the Party. Alioto 
intensified police presence in San Francisco after a Panther had raised his gun to a 
policeman, introducing what he called an “anti-hoodlum patrol.” Insisting that police 
posed a threat “only to the lawless,” Alioto denounced the Party for their infamous 
platform of armed self-defense, wherein Panthers carried guns in the open and 
conducted patrols to monitor police activity in primarily black neighborhoods. Crocker, 
however, ignored the Panthers’ police patrols and condemned instead the Party’s Free 
Breakfast for Children program. Crocker could not stand to see the Panthers serve hot 
meals to hundreds of African-American schoolchildren on weekday mornings.10  
 In “The Panther Breakfasts,” Crocker gave public voice to widespread resistance 
among white Americans toward the Free Breakfast for Children program. By the 
summer of 1969, the Black Panthers had cultivated notoriety among white Americans. 
Mass media had highlighted the Party’s police patrols and armed demonstrations in the 
preceding two years, positioning the Party as a criminal entity and a danger to white 
society. Crocker’s tone reflected white Americans’ growing distaste and distrust when it 
came to the Black Panthers. His editorial opened by taking a sarcastic jab at the Black 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 First quotation from Ed Buryn, “Suffer Not Little Children,” The Black Panther, 
April 27, 1969, 15; second quotation from Paul Alkebulan, Survival Pending Revolution: 
The History of the Black Panther Party (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2007), 30. 
10 Quotations from George N. Crocker, “The Panther Breakfasts,” The San 
Francisco Examiner (San Francisco, CA), July 1969. From the Archives of the Archdiocese 
of San Francisco, Eugene Boyle Papers, Box 1. Print.   
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Panthers’ sincerity and goodwill to imply that the Free Breakfast for Children carried 
more sinister intentions than the Panthers let on. “Let us assume the Black Panthers are 
good Samaritans – that they have no more ulterior purpose in their ‘breakfast for school 
children’ program than Florence Nightingale had when she nursed the sick and 
wounded in the Crimean War,” he generously supposed, but then added, “A tall 
assumption it may be.” Crocker cast doubt on the Panthers’ motives and, in so doing, 
contributed to a narrative most white Americans had heard consistently about the 
Party.11 
Crocker echoed specific complaints shared by a number of white Americans. His 
primary critique expressed the idea that such a program was irresponsible because it 
enabled black parents living in poverty to turn over the responsibility of feeding their 
children to a political organization that white America had marked as dangerous and 
untrustworthy. Between the lines of Crocker’s commentary, other beliefs emerged: that 
black families were inherently unhealthy, that the poor should earn their own way to 
financial security, and that black hunger merely proved that the hundreds of thousands 
of African Americans living in poverty were unprepared to properly handle money or 
care for children. Fundamentally, though, Crocker attacked the very idea that food 
assistance should be provided to impoverished black children. He questioned whether 
such a program should exist at all – and thereby placed black Americans’ survival and 
well-being up for debate.12 
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Spectacular Rise of a Black Power Icon (New York: The New Press, 2007), 70. 
12 Quotations from Crocker, AASF. 
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Like their police patrols, the Panthers initiated the Free Breakfast for Children to 
protect black people’s health and well-being: it was a program focused on their 
survival. The Party introduced such tactics to address their constituencies’ basic needs, 
often framing these initiatives as necessary steps to sustain themselves through the 
Panthers’ ultimate goal of overthrowing the current oppressive social and economic 
order. The Panthers’ newspaper often held up survival programs as evidence of the 
government’s failure to care for its people despite its wealth. While the government 
struggled to meaningfully mitigate poverty and food insecurity among African-
Americans, the Black Panther Party managed to feed thousands of children – and some 
adults – with extremely limited resources. Black Panthers alternately framed the Free 
Breakfast for Children as an organizing strategy, a political necessity, and a temporary 
buffer against racialized poverty until they could achieve the total revolution they both 
imagined and pursued. At its heart, the Free Breakfast program was about black 
people’s survival. The Free Breakfast for Children nourished black children, body and 
soul, when the state had failed to.13 
White Americans like Crocker, who described the Free Breakfast for Children as 
racist, misrepresented the reality of the program as well as the source of their 
discomfort with it. In his criticism of the Black Panther breakfasts, Crocker remained 
notably silent about food assistance programs run by white philanthropists. The same 
churches then under fire for opening their doors to the Free Breakfast for Children had 
often provided free meals to local parishioners for decades before the Party came to be. 
Crocker joined hundreds of other whites angered when these churches aided the 
Panthers’ efforts to feed black children. Many white Americans accused Father Eugene 
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Boyle, a Catholic priest who hosted the Free Breakfast for Children in San Francisco’s 
Sacred Heart parish, of “racism” against poor white children. Critics who fixated on the 
program’s attention to black children expressed anger that the Panthers deigned to 
mention race or consider it a factor in food insecurity. White Americans’ discomfort 
with the Free Breakfast for Children program epitomized white resistance to critiques of 
structural racism that emerged in the post-Civil Rights era. Critics of the free breakfast 
program did not purely express distaste for food assistance. Their letters also conveyed 
discomfort with the black-led community care the Panthers’ instituted in the Bay and 
beyond, which threatened to both expose and undermine the workings of white 
supremacy. 
By shrouding their true fears in the language of fairness, equality, or sometimes 
even safety, white critics of the free breakfast program perpetuated fears of the Black 
Panther Party that ultimately undercut the Panthers’ ability to facilitate their survival 
programs. On the surface, these white critics claimed to take issue with the program’s 
explicit focus on serving black communities, which they framed as favoritism towards 
black children over other children. These critics said – and might even have believed – 
that they disliked the program because it violated their ideals of an “equal” society, in 
which any discussion of race was considered itself racist and any support given 
specifically to people of color was considered preferential treatment. But the effect of 
their words was to undermine a program designed to support African-Americans’ very 
life. Many white onlookers described the Black Panther Party and the Party’s survival 
programs centered around black children’s health as discriminatory. The Free Breakfast 
for Children, however, served children of all races. The program even inspired similar 
food justice initiatives across a multiracial coalition of civil rights groups. The tendency 
to paint the Free Breakfast for Children as “preferential” toward black people despite its 
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diverse constituency suggests that white Americans’ discomfort with it stemmed from a 
deeper fear of black autonomy. The idea of black Americans supporting themselves and 
providing for their own survival so threatened white Americans that they told skewed 
stories that painted Black Panthers themselves as oppressors.  
The Black Panthers’ Free Breakfast for Children program generated resistance 
among whites because its very existence drew attention to the structural racism that 
undergirded their dominance as a class. The critiques white Americans put forward 
about the program captured their discomfort with the Panthers’ crusade for black 
survival, and contributed to the program’s repression. Yet despite both verbal and 
material assaults on the breakfast program, the Black Panthers enacted powerful 
resistance through their direct support of black life. 
Revolution for Breakfast 
Even as white Americans sowed resistance to the Free Breakfast for Children on 
the basis of “reverse discrimination,” the Panthers used the Free Breakfast for Children 
to extend their politics of self-determination and physical well-being to other racial 
groups. In the years that led up to the Party’s birth, an impoverished section of Oakland 
called Fruitvale drew a great deal of migrant agricultural workers from Mexico and 
other parts of Latin America. Many of Fruitvale’s residents worked from early morning 
until late nights in canneries and processing facilities. Parents were often both at work 
by the time their children woke up in the morning, and it was not unusual for the 
children to go to school hungry. When Black Panthers began running a Free Breakfast 
for Children program in Fruitvale, Latinx day laborers’ children came in droves. 
Though their clientele was overwhelmingly Latinx and some breakfasts didn’t serve a 
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single black child, the Panthers coordinated their Fruitvale breakfasts exactly as they 
did the programs in West Oakland.14 
The Fruitvale breakfast speaks to the benefits of the Free Breakfast for Children 
across racial groups, but it also highlights the powerful interracial coalition the Black 
Panthers catalyzed in the Bay and across the country through their survival programs. 
While the Free Breakfast in Fruitvale grew in popularity, the Brown Berets began taking 
classes in revolution and theory with the Black Panthers. Latinx activists adopted the 
Panthers’ rhetoric and organizing models, which the Panthers gave freely as part of 
their aim to build a Rainbow Coalition across racial groups. Eventually, the Brown 
Berets took over the administration of the Fruitvale Breakfasts, but the Panthers had 
begun a chain reaction that expanded local food justice as a practice of civil rights 
activism across the country. On the opposite coast from Fruitvale, first- and second-
generation Puerto Rican immigrants began organizing and espousing revolution in the 
Bronx. The Young Lords engaged in a committed and courageous defense of their 
bodily health, most notably hijacking ambulances to combat inefficient hospital 
bureaucracy and the total lack of healthcare resources available to them. By the summer 
of 1970, the Lords had initiated a Free Breakfast program modeled after the Panthers’, 
complete with much of the same rhetoric.15  
The Free Breakfast program addressed a common need experienced by working-
class Americans and people of color. Practicing food justice made the Black Panther 
Party’s aims accessible across racial groups even as it allowed the Party to engage in 
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Wanzer, Iris Morales, and Denise Oliver-Velez, The Young Lords: A Reader (New York: 
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specific celebrations of Blackness. Remarkably, the Free Breakfast allowed the Panthers 
to bridge their work with that of white revolutionaries. The Rainbow Coalition emerged 
to include Latinx, Asian, and Native American activists – members of the Brown Berets, 
the American Indian Movement, the Red Guard, the Marxist Asian-American collective 
known as I Wor Kuen, among others. But the Coalition flag did not end after the stripes 
of black, brown, red, and yellow. Working class white activists in Appalachia first 
organized to address issues that directly affected their communities: issues like job 
security and safety, occupational hazards like black lung, and similar gaps in social 
services available to poor rural whites. As they took organizing lessons from the 
Panthers and similar groups, however, white activists awakened to another ill that 
plagued their communities: white supremacy.16   
The Young Patriots organized on the cutting edge of white anti-racist activism. 
The Young Patriots Organization (YPO) was an outgrowth of the primarily white, 
college-educated Students for a Democratic Society (SDS). Many Young Patriots had 
grown up outside the white collar, theory-driven culture of SDS, and found themselves 
alienated in the student movements prevalent at predominantly white universities. 
They conceived of and orchestrated the YPO as a way to support students with similar 
experiences, especially young, white Appalachian migrants. Groups like SDS and the 
White Panthers, a far-left organization devoted specifically to supporting the Black 
Panthers’ agenda, addressed racism by standing beside communities of color. For these 
organizers, racism harmed people of color, and they felt a responsibility to stand with 
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other radicals who felt its effects. The Young Patriots, on the other hand, began to frame 
racism as something that that set white people behind. Racial solidarity, for the Young 
Patriots, was not just about “helping” groups whose oppression could be traced at least 
partially back to them. Nor was it merely about solidarity in marginalization – although 
this is one feature that set YPO apart from more typically middle- and upper-class 
groups like SDS. Instead, the Young Patriots saw that racism contributed to their own 
suffering. They had a responsibility to heal racial inequalities not on behalf of people of 
color, but for their own direct benefit.17  
Through their coalition with organizations like the Young Patriots and the 
Brown Berets, the Panthers’ survival programs expanded their reach beyond the Party’s 
own network. In early 1970, the Young Patriots opened a free breakfast of their own, 
inspired directly by their partnership with the Panthers. Like the Young Lords, the 
Patriots borrowed significant pieces of the Panthers’ organizing model and rhetoric to 
put their program into practice and garner support for it. These programs – like the 
Panthers’ – opened their doors to children of all races. However, as a function of YPO’s 
location and focus, the Patriots’ serve-the-people programs primarily catered to “white 
welfare recipients” – the same poor white children that many of Boyle’s critics claimed 
the Black Panther Free Breakfast discriminated against. If it hadn’t been for the Panther 
Breakfast, and the Party’s dedication to addressing social and political injustice across 
race lines, a breakfast program for impoverished white children would not exist.18 
Hundreds of white Californians wrote to Father Boyle, called church authorities 
and law enforcement, and withdrew monetary support from Sacred Heart after the 
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Black Panthers opened their San Francisco branch of the Free Breakfast for Children. 
They claimed to speak in defense of racial equality. Yet the Free Breakfast for Children 
served a racially diverse constituency and supported essential political organizing 
strategies across distinct racial groups. The multiracial coalition that the Black Panthers 
catalyzed contradicted the hateful portrait white opponents painted. Their continued 
resistance suggested a discomfort with interracial community organizing itself. White 
critics presented an image of a free breakfast program that was fundamentally biased 
towards black people – and consequently, they argued, against white people. The scope 
of the Free Breakfast for Children made clear that its opponents’ claims of “reverse 
discrimination” were not about unfairness, but about black autonomy.  
Hunger Knows No Color 
 Shortly after Crocker published his editorial on the Free Breakfast for Children, 
an irate recipient of the Examiner sent a copy to Father Boyle, who had opened his San 
Francisco church to the Panther breakfasts. The page was littered with neat cursive 
notes urging Boyle to “run [the Panthers] out of town.” At the top, the sender had 
written “Eugene Boyle – negro lover.” It was not the first hate mail to cross Father 
Boyle’s desk that long, sticky summer of 1969, and it would not be the last. For three 
months, Boyle had welcomed African-American schoolchildren into the basement of 
San Francisco’s Sacred Heart parish for a hot breakfast prepared by members of the 
Black Panther Party. And for months, his mailbox had spilled over with death threats 
and pointed clippings from articles like Crocker’s.19 
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 Several weeks after he received Crocker’s editorial, an envelope arrived for him 
that seemed different somehow. At the corner of the envelope, the sender had scrawled 
“Personal,” and underlined it firmly. Twice. When Father Boyle slid his finger under 
the seal, out fluttered three scraps of paper and a full-sized folded letter, all covered 
almost entirely with the same feverish childlike cursive. The writer admonished Boyle 
furiously, and insinuated that he had lied about Catholic services offered to white 
children and even his own racial identity. She interpreted Boyle’s support for the Free 
Breakfast for Children as a betrayal of white Americans: 
“You liar, big liar – ” 
“You rotten Black Lucifer…” 
“…hell was invented for Boyle – Please start a black religion.” 
Reeling, not bothering to unfold the letter, Father Boyle began stuffing the papers 
back into the envelope. In his haste, he knocked loose a fourth scrap of paper, bearing 
the words “A Book for Boyle,” folded crookedly in half and secured with a bright red 
string. Nearly tearing the booklet, he unfolded it to reveal a yellowed scrap of 
newspaper pasted inside, just one sentence long: “The church had previously been 
serving ‘Irish-American Catholic kids in our basement for 80 years and no one gave a 
damn about our health standards,’ Father Boyle said.” The clipping reported on a press 
conference about the Free Breakfast for Children, during which Boyle had complained 
that city health inspectors targeted the Panther breakfasts at Sacred Heart after ignoring 
the free meals provided to white parishioners since the church’s founding.20  
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Boyle’s latest correspondent, who identified herself as an Irish Catholic who 
grew up in the Western Addition, recalled otherwise. In her memory, the “untold 
gallons of spaghetti and pounds of corned beef” Father Boyle claimed Sacred Heart 
clergy had served over the years never reached “this Irish kid.” The woman’s elaborate 
assemblage of notes, letters, and booklets revealed how tightly she clung to her own 
entitlement to food access. The Free Breakfast for Children, she claimed, breached her 
childhood right to food assistance by centering black children. To make matters worse, 
Boyle had justified his support of the program by comparing it to a white-led hunger 
relief effort she claimed to have never experienced. While her memory may have failed 
her – the programs Boyle mentioned had, in fact, served impoverished Irish- and 
Italian-American children in the Western Addition – her letters exemplified a deeper 
problem than the limits of Sacred Heart’s hunger relief programs. The writer expressed 
anger that she had gone hungry as a child, but she dwelled on the idea that the Free 
Breakfast for Children had somehow encroached on white children’s right to food. Her 
letter dripped with outrage that black children had benefited from the Free Breakfast 
for Children when she had had to go without. On the surface, she may have appeared 
to want equal access to food assistance across racial lines, but her fury suggests 
discomfort with the Black Panthers and their allies daring to feed their own.21 
Boyle’s Irish Catholic critic made clear that she believed one had to earn support 
services, shifting the moral weight of poverty from the social and economic structures 
that sustained it to the individuals who experienced it. The woman admonished Boyle 
for allowing the Black Panthers to stage their breakfasts at Sacred Heart, demanded the 
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Reverend’s departure from the Church, and suggested that African-Americans did not 
deserve Catholic altruism. “The Irish kids father’s built churches and schools,” she 
wrote, “What did the Panthers build?” Irish-American children, she implied, had 
earned their access to hunger relief by virtue of their parents’ supposed contributions to 
San Francisco infrastructure. Black children, on the other hand, had no such 
involvement to their name – despite the crucial labor African-Americans put into 
building and maintaining the basic functioning of the nation-state.22   
When she demanded that hungry black children earn their keep, Boyle’s 
correspondent echoed the era’s popular sentiments against state welfare programs that 
would have served similar needs as the Free Breakfast for Children. She ignored the 
specter of unemployment that had trailed black men acutely since the close of World 
War II. Such economic insecurity was particularly stark in Oakland, where the promise 
of opportunity in shipyards during the Great Migration had doubled the black 
population. By 1969, however, black Americans in Oakland were “as disproportionately 
represented among the hungry as they had ever been.” Such obstacles to economic 
stability and food security were exacerbated by the federal government’s reluctance to 
provide sufficient welfare – or challenge the discrimination that resulted in the racial 
wealth gap and black men’s joblessness in the first place.23  
The expectation that hungry black Americans should simply work harder to 
attain food security distorted the reality of racialized poverty, and in so doing, bolstered 
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rhetoric against welfare. Former Black Panther Party chairwoman Elaine Brown 
articulated the danger of tying food access to economic productivity in an interview on 
the Free Breakfast for Children: “if you don’t eat, you will die, it’s not complicated. So if 
there’s a price tag to eating, then there is a price on your head, because the minute you 
don’t have enough money to eat, you’re slated for death.” Food insecurity among black 
Americans in the 1960s was a direct result of persistent racism in the workforce, as well 
historic disinvestment that made healthy, affordable food options scarce in many urban 
centers. Notions like those expressed by Boyle’s critics distracted from the real and 
deeply rooted causes of racialized hunger, and contributed to racist perceptions of black 
Americans as lazy dependents of the state. Boyle’s correspondent wrote about the 
virtue of work, but her words carried the insidious implications that the right to survive 
should be contingent on one’s access to financial capital, and by extension, one’s race.24 
Father Boyle, himself an Irish-American like the woman behind the letter, had 
recently been assigned to minister to Sacred Heart’s congregation in San Francisco’s 
impoverished and primarily African-American Western Addition. For Boyle, 
collaborating with the Panthers to feed hungry children aligned perfectly with the 
sacred duties of priesthood. He called the Free Breakfast for Children “a brilliant 
expression of Christianity,” and staunchly defended the benefits it offered both to its 
recipients and those who served. When Boyle opened Sacred Heart’s basement to the 
Free Breakfast for Children, the Panthers had already been rejected by a handful of 
neighboring Protestant churches. Boyle recognized that the majority of white Christians 
disapproved of the Party on principle, and drew subtle parallels between the Panthers 
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and Christ’s outcast disciples that would have been familiar to such opponents: “In 
providing space for the Black Panther Breakfast Program for Children, we are doing no 
more than Christ would have done.”25 
The white Americans who wrote in opposition to Boyle’s support of the Free 
Breakfast for Children, however, expressed a very different idea of Christian behavior. 
Many critics of the breakfast program wrote – and perhaps even believed – that the 
program incensed them because it was centered on black Americans, and was therefore 
“preferential.” They claimed that a program that named race – let alone racism – as a 
factor in urban poverty was an attack on racial equality. Hundreds of white Catholics 
wrote editorials, letters, and pamphlets that took issue with Boyle specifically for 
supporting a program that prioritized black children. They accused the Panthers of 
racism for excluding whites, and the Free Breakfast for Children of exacerbating racial 
tension by association. “Fr. Boyle appears always to take sides with the blacks,” 
complained one parishioner in an unsigned letter to the editor printed in the San 
Francisco Archdiocese newspaper, The Monitor. The writer interpreted Boyle’s 
partnership with the Panthers not as an embodiment of Christ’s mission, but as 
incontrovertible evidence of Boyle’s “obvious attitude of partiality toward black skin 
color.” A number of critics claimed that the Free Breakfast for Children was unfair to 
white children, whether or not the prospect of inequality was the true source of their 
discomfort.26 
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The language of racial discrimination against white people veiled the racism that 
often motivated opponents of the Free Breakfast for Children. Another correspondent 
accused Boyle of teaching discrimination through the breakfast program: “HATE, 
DEAR MAN IS NOT A FOOD TO GIVE THE YOUNG.” In these and other letters, the 
very act of feeding a hungry black child was described as an act of “racism.” By arguing 
that the care offered to black children through the Free Breakfast for Children reflected 
“hateful” ideologies, critics expressed discomfort with black activists’ commitment to 
their own communities’ survival. Though the views expressed in these letters 
advocated for “racial equality” on the surface, they rested on the idea that well-fed 
black children posed a threat to white children’s access to nutrition and well-being. The 
black child’s very survival was portrayed as a threat to both the efficacy and the 
invisibly insidious nature of white supremacy. 27  
Many of Boyle’s correspondents extended the critique of “reverse 
discrimination” to the Black Panther Party itself: they repeatedly accused the Panthers 
of racism when they intentionally uplifted their own communities’ political and social 
needs. One sender compared the Panthers to the Ku Klux Klan, and argued that if the 
KKK was considered racist because it excluded black membership, the Panthers should 
be considered racist by the same measure. Such accusations failed to see the Party’s 
purpose. The KKK was a white supremacist group whose explicit mission was to 
intimidate and terrorize African-Americans, among other marginalized groups. By 
contrast, the Black Panther Party arose to protect and serve African-Americans in 
response to the persistent systemic violence that enabled an organization like the KKK 
to exist in the first place. Aside from this key difference between groups, however, such 
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an argument approaches whites and African Americans as if they enjoyed equal 
political and social protection. Both the de jure exclusion of black people from the KKK 
and the de facto racism that kept black Americans from eating well and walking the 
streets unmolested by police necessitated the existence of pro-black organizations like 
the Panthers. The exclusion of white members – and, importantly, any non-black 
members – from the Black Panther Party reflects the necessity of specific programs and 
decision-making spaces dedicated to healing the wounds of these centuries of violence, 
oppression, and exclusion.28 
Critics who painted the Panther breakfast as an embodiment of racial bias 
towards African-Americans or “reverse racism” against white Americans reflected and 
contributed to what historian Nikhil Singh describes as the rise of colorblind 
universalism. In this perspective, “racism” does not refer to the unequal exercise of 
power, distribution of resources, or use of violence along the lines of perceived or 
imagined racial difference. Instead, those who subscribed to colorblind universalism 
saw “racism” surface when race was acknowledged at all. Singh identifies the myth of 
colorblindness, “the now widely held view that any race-based amelioration constitutes 
a form of reverse discrimination,” as a fundamental challenge to effective anti-racism in 
the United States. In the backlash to the Free Breakfast program, white Americans 
mobilized colorblindness even as they drew attention to race explicitly and repeatedly 
to discredit the Panthers. The slew of accusations against the Party and the free 
breakfast program distracted from the reality of racialized food insecurity and diverted 
resources from efforts to alleviate it.29 
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Even as black Americans went hungry at thrice the rate of whites, opponents of 
the Free Breakfast failed to acknowledge the centrality of race and racial hierarchy to 
the nation-state. They chose instead to defend their own entitlement to food security. 
The Black Panthers canvassed African-American neighborhoods throughout the Bay 
and identified hunger as a primary need afflicting black households. Local volunteers 
and Party leaders collaborated to address it, with no intention of changing white 
people’s access to social welfare or food. Yet the majority of white Americans who 
opposed the Free Breakfast for Children framed the program as a threat to their own 
well-being and societal position. They argued that programs specifically designed for 
and run by African-Americans – whether or not they actually excluded whites – were 
discriminatory. Some of these critics may well have believed that these programs were 
unfair, but these arguments functioned as Trojan horses for more damaging beliefs. 
Repeated claims of “reverse racism” did the work of veiling racist sentiments – a 
discomfort with or fear of black-led hunger relief and black children’s central place in it 
– with language that appeared to demand equality.30 
White correspondents were not just upset that the Panther breakfasts centered 
African-American children. They were furious that Boyle had offered Sacred Heart to 
support the Panthers’ food justice efforts. Many of the letters accuse Father Boyle of 
being a race traitor, revealing white Americans’ specific fear of antiracism enacted by 
other white people. White people who offered material support to African-Americans 
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engaged in racial justice initiatives exacerbated other white Americans’ fear of black 
retaliation and political action. Letter after letter berated Boyle for engaging in such a 
“dangerous and un-Christian activity” as feeding black children alongside the Panthers. 
Father Boyle’s support for the Free Breakfast for Children program elicited anger 
among white Americans who reached for some way to explain why he would “betray” 
whiteness while simultaneously insulting or discrediting him.31  
Correspondents who targeted Boyle personally revealed most white Americans’ 
inability to fathom why another white person would support the Panthers, whom many 
saw as fundamentally anti-white. Though this specific outcry arose in response to the 
Free Breakfast for Children, white Americans had been questioning the Panthers’ 
motives since the Party entered the public eye in 1967. The Black Panthers first 
organized around the issue of police brutality in Oakland: economic downturn in the 
late 1960s coincided with widespread criminalization of black and poor city dwellers, a 
combination that led to increasingly invasive state surveillance and violence in black 
neighborhoods. The Black Panther Party coordinated armed patrols and observations to 
protect black residents from harassment on their own streets, then gradually introduced 
a host of survival programs alongside the Free Breakfast for Children. The Party’s Ten-
Point Platform prioritized bodily health as much as the movement’s ultimate goal of 
total revolution, naming “land, bread, housing, clothing, education, justice and peace” 
with just as much urgency as “the power to determine the destiny of our Black 
Community.” Many white Americans responded poorly to the Party’s strategies and 
tactics, claiming that the Panthers were motivated by their hatred of white people. The 
Party openly criticized white-led institutions and white individuals they considered 
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racist, but their goals addressed black Americans’ basic rights and safety. By claiming 
that the Panthers’ activism was a call to arms against white people, white Americans 
veiled the racism that underwrote their discomfort with an organization advocating for 
black people’s health and happiness.32  
White Americans who wrote in opposition to the Free Breakfast for Children 
targeted Boyle in particular because his collaboration with the Black Panthers 
threatened to weaken the image of the Party as a gang of criminals who hated white 
people. The content of their letters worked to undermine Boyle’s personal reputation, as 
well as his position within the Church – and by extension, his ability to provide material 
support to the Black Panthers’ programs. More than one writer accused Boyle of 
harboring Communist sympathies at a moment when that alone was enough to mark 
one as a traitor not just to the race but to the nation. Many speculated about ulterior 
motives the Reverend might have for supporting African-Americans. Correspondents 
accused Boyle of being secretly biracial or having Black relatives. Frequently, they 
leveled salacious insinuations at him. One postcard suggested that Boyle must have 
fathered a black child: “A picture of a black winch [sic] with her 6 bastards getting 
$2,000 a month from ‘Uncle’ another bastard is ready to be born, 2 bastards are light, 
they have a white father – are u guilty?”33  
Writers who wondered about Boyle’s personal relationships and dreamed up 
illicit black children in their letters presented explanations for what they perceived to be 
Boyle’s misplaced loyalty in collaborating with an organization that had painted as anti-
white. They suggested that a white person would not actively choose to support a pro-
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black organization without some personal connection to black Americans. The impact 
of these writers’ words was two-fold: both to reinforce the idea that “race work” was 
not something white people (let alone white priests) should do, and to humiliate Boyle 
for his perceived betrayal. The sentiments they expressed translated into measurable 
repercussions for Boyle, diminishing his ability to support the Free Breakfast for 
Children. By calling into question the Black Panthers’ racial politics as well as Boyle’s 
motivations in supporting them, these critics provided fodder for citizens and law 
enforcement to protest Boyle’s position within the Church. And though the Free 
Breakfast for Children was solely under the guidance of Boyle’s Sacred Heart Urban 
Team, the whole church lost significant financial support after the Black Panthers began 
holding the breakfast program there. The content of the letters played on churchgoers’ 
resistance to the idea of interracial civil rights work and the potential for other white 
people to threaten the security of whiteness from the inside.34  
The outcry of “racism!” leveled at the Black Panther Party – and perhaps even 
more harshly at white allies like Father Boyle – reveals how unsettling white Americans 
found the possibility of other white people lending support to pro-black movements. 
Many of those who wrote to Father Boyle after he opened Sacred Heart to the Free 
Breakfast program are unlikely to have written to the Panthers themselves (though 
many criticized the Panthers in white-dominated news outlets). Their vitriol targeted 
Boyle as a “race traitor”: it was bad enough that any program acknowledged and 
centered blackness, but it was worse for this program to be supported and advocated 
for by a fellow white person. Writers who accused Boyle of having illegitimate black 
children and concerned Catholics who called for his demotion in the Church expressed 
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discomfort with another white person peeling away the façade of white supremacy. By 
attacking his whiteness, implying that he had some personal bias toward black 
Americans or that he was himself secretly black, these critics cast doubt on his character 
and destabilized his ability to support the Black Panthers. Boyle’s collaboration with the 
Panthers through the Free Breakfast for Children challenged the Party’s reputation of 
unilaterally working against white people. Letters that targeted Boyle reduced his 
support of the Panthers to the work of one misguided individual and upheld the idea 
that the Black Panther Party was somehow harmful to white people. Black civil rights 
activists and political actors had been causing cracks in the foundation of white 
supremacy for decades leading up to the Free Breakfast for Children, but these writers 
responded to the specific threat of a fellow white person using the power of whiteness 
to challenge it.35 
White critics’ accusations of exclusivity and favoritism lacked a factual basis, 
suggesting their true discomfort with the Free Breakfast for Children was not about 
racial equality but about black-centered leadership and survival. At Sacred Heart, St. 
Augustine’s, and other churches, children of all races sat down to their breakfasts 
together. Boyle took note of this, saying that it was proof of the program’s potential to 
fulfill Catholics’ Christlike aspirations. In a statement to the press during late June after 
the program started, Boyle called readers to recognize the program’s capacity to 
facilitate peaceful interracial community: “It is time to point out that it is the Panthers 
who have small children, black and white, sitting down to a meal together, in peace.” 
White Americans’ continued resistance to the program spoke to the fact despite their 
rallying cries against discrimination, perhaps they did not want their children “sitting 
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down to a meal” with black children. While the actual Free Breakfast for Children 
mitigated racialized hunger and created integrated spaces, white Americans attacked it 
for facilitating black autonomy and interracial kinship. 36       
 The Pigs Are Afraid of Black Children 
 As letters amassed in Father Boyle’s office, law enforcement and opponents of 
the Black Panthers mobilized white Americans’ fears of black rebellion against the 
Party’s survival programs. The FBI’s Counterintelligence Program (COINTELPRO) 
included a Racial Intelligence Section that named the destruction of black nationalist 
organizations as a specific goal. Through COINTELPRO, the FBI built on fears white 
Americans held about the Panthers’ alleged criminality and hatred towards white 
people in order to mobilize institutional power against the Party, which government 
officials perceived as a threat to the status quo. Survival programs in particular drew 
the FBI’s attention, since they exposed the limitations of the state and offered 
marginalized citizens an alternative to governmental support. FBI Director J. Edgar 
Hoover had already identified the Black Panther Party as a public enemy, but in the late 
1960s he mobilized the FBI with particular brutality against the Free Breakfast for 
Children. 37   
The FBI dissuaded local businesses and property owners from offering their 
services to support the Black Panthers’ Free Breakfast for Children. Agents 
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anonymously called or wrote to grocery stores like Safeway that provided donations of 
food to the Panther breakfasts, capitalizing on the already prominent misconception 
that the Party advocated hatred of and violence towards white people. FBI agents sent 
letters to locations that had agreed to host breakfast programs pretending to be 
concerned neighbors expressing sincere unease about “what [the Panthers] are going to 
do to property values.” These attempts to weaken support for the Free Breakfast for 
Children, and ultimately, the Party’s reach, drummed up the same fears white critics 
expressed in their letters to Boyle and transformed them from mere words into 
repressive actions.38  
 One of the most well-publicized attacks perpetrated by law enforcement against 
the Free Breakfast for Children took place that same summer, in Father Boyle’s own 
program. The pivotal morning had started like any other: children ushered in by a 
Panther working as a crossing guard, Panthers making note of food allergies at a sign-in 
table, the usual bustle of neighborhood women cracking eggs and frying up bacon in 
the kitchen. Out of the corner of his eye, Father Boyle saw a table of children crowding 
around something he could not quite see. Shock crossed some of their faces. One boy 
burst into laughter while another emphatically hushed him. Boyle quietly walked over 
to see what the commotion was about, and spotted two copies of a black-and-white 
coloring book spread open on the table. Upon examination, Boyle was shocked to see a 
drawing of a young black boy brandishing a gun against a pig dressed as a policeman 
while a young black girl looked on in fear, unarmed. Printed beneath the image were 
the words “The Pig is afraid of Black children because they are brave warriors.”39  
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Though the Panthers denounced the coloring books, reporters and officials like 
SFPD Inspector Ben Lashkoff relentlessly represented them as official Party 
propaganda. Many articles claimed that Panthers – and even non-Party volunteers like 
Boyle – “handed out” or “distributed” the books at Free Breakfast programs. Through 
this language, primarily white-directed news media implied that such materials were a 
central component of the Panthers’ programming – when in fact the books had 
originated outside the Party. Although Boyle maintained that a maximum of 3 copies 
made it through Sacred Heart’s doors, Lashkoff claimed that the books were 
intentionally distributed as a component of the programming at Black Panther 
breakfasts. David Hilliard, the Black Panther Chief of Staff and a primary proponent for 
the Party’s survival programs, denounced the books publicly. Amidst Lashkoff’s 
accusations that the coloring books represented the Panthers’ true mission, Chairman 
Bobby Seale himself stood with Hilliard. Before the Senate subcommittee, Seale and 
Hilliard claimed that former Panther Larry Clayton Powell printed 1,000 copies of the 
book as part of a smear campaign against the Party. Despite Boyle, Seale, and Hilliard’s 
firm public condemnation, media misrepresented the Panther coloring books in scale, 
provenance, and intent. 
Though prominent Panther leaders and Boyle himself questioned their origins, 
the coloring books seemed to substantiate white Americans’ claims that the Party 
preached violence and discrimination against white people. Boyle “immediately 
objected to the book” and removed both copies from Sacred Heart, but word of their 
incendiary content spread rapidly. Catholics in the Bay Area and beyond decried Boyle 
for allowing the coloring books into his church. A pamphlet containing particularly 
graphic excerpts from the book was distributed by mail. The booklet, entitled 
“Breakfast Poison,” described the Free Breakfast as a vehicle through which the Black 
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Panther Party indoctrinated young children: “The food is accompanied by mental and 
emotional poison. They are seeking to raise a generation of haters and killers.” One 
North Hollywood woman sent her copy of “Breakfast Poison” to the Senate of Priests in 
San Francisco. “Gentlemen,” she wrote, “I feel this certainly should be 
investigated…This is simply too immoral a publication to be distributed to children.”40 
Only a handful of copies surfaced in just two Bay Area churches, but the 
overwhelming response to the coloring books besmirched the Free Breakfast for 
Children’s national reputation. Inspector Ben Lashkoff of the San Francisco Police 
Department presented the coloring books to a Senate Investigations Subcommittee 
headed by Democrat John McClellan, drawing national attention to the debacle. In the 
wake of Lashkoff’s investigation, media outlets exploded with news of the coloring 
books. From San Francisco’s local CBS station to The Montreal Star, Boyle and the 
Panthers came under fire for supposedly condoning anti-white and anti-police violence. 
“Slaying of Policeman OK’d in Color Books,” proclaimed one Chicago Tribune headline. 
“Panthers’ Gift Books Urge Death of Police,” read the Indianapolis Star. “Panther book 
encourages children to kill white policemen,” wrote Raymond Heard, a Washington 
correspondent to the Montreal Star. Though details varied between news accounts of the 
coloring book incident, most presented the Panthers as violent criminals and police 
officers as true victims.  
The language journalists used to describe the coloring books – and by extension, 
the Panthers – was often strong and accusatory. The books “shocked” the Senate 
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committee, who readily believed that the books were propaganda containing official 
Panther doctrine. Many of the letters Boyle received in the aftermath of the coloring 
book scandal took it for granted that the Black Panther Party was “militant” at best, and 
a gang of violent criminals at worst. One woman mailed a clipping to Father Boyle with 
a handwritten note: “What in God’s name is happening in your Church?!!” She 
expressed clear disgust and disbelief with the idea of Sacred Heart condoning violence 
against police, but more importantly demonstrated how profoundly the press had 
primed white Americans to view the Black Panthers in a negative light.41  
Inspector Lashkoff not only equated the Black Panthers with violence and 
corruption, he also insisted that their militancy was part of a larger scheme that 
threatened national security. According to Lashkoff, the Panthers were conspiring with 
Students for a Democratic Society, Progressive Labor, and the Red Guard, among 
others, to build “a coalition of the left-wing activist-oriented groups dedicated to total 
revolution.” Boyle considered the coloring book debacle one more tension that 
contributed to destructive police-community relations. Before the coloring books 
appeared, Boyle had already dealt with health inspectors scrutinizing the breakfast 
program. After Lashkoff began his campaign, SFPD officers used the coloring books as 
license to persuade higher-ups in the church that the Free Breakfast for Children was 
nothing more than a vehicle for Panther propaganda. Boyle maintained that SFPD 
“misinterpreted” the Free Breakfast programs, but his reputation – and consequently, 
Sacred Heart’s coffers – suffered regardless. 
Senator Frank Church’s 1975 investigative committee would confirm many 
Panthers’ suspicions that the FBI had manufactured the coloring books and planted 
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them in Sacred Heart’s basement as a component of their COINTELPRO operation 
against the Party. But the damage was already done: “Boyle and the Black Panthers 
were discredited, alienating many of their moderate supporters, and robbing Sacred 
Heart of much needed income and support.” The FBI, like local law enforcement 
agencies who had engaged in similar smear tactics, had capitalized on white 
Americans’ fear of black rebellion ushered in by the Panthers’ survival programs to 
diminish the Party’s material capacity to sustain them.42 
Survival Pending Revolution 
 White Americans found the Party’s strategy of armed self-defense intolerable, 
holding it up as proof of black lawlessness and aggression. Yet some whites cited the 
Free Breakfast for Children as counterevidence to the Black Panthers’ obvious 
corruption. If they fed hungry children, they couldn’t be “all bad.” Despite white 
characterizations that positioned them as mutually exclusive, the Free Breakfast for 
Children embodied the very same ethos that motivated armed self-defense. Racialized 
hunger caused bodily harm and death to black Americans. Food insecurity was in some 
ways less immediately visible than police brutality, but it operated as structural 
violence just the same. In designing the Free Breakfast program, as they had when they 
initiated police patrols, the Panthers identified a point at which state violence affected 
their communities and at which they could fill a need that the government overlooked 
or actively exacerbated.  
A handful of supporters who wrote to Boyle suggested that because the Panthers 
fed hungry children, they were not as hateful as dominant media had made them out to 
be. These writers expressed that the activity of feeding impoverished children was 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
42 Burns, 153-154 (quotation from 154).  
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unquestionably good. Even an organization that much of white America had come to 
view as “thugs” or “terrorists” could redeem themselves by serving food. At the same 
time, many of the same people praising the Panthers’ food justice work framed the 
Panthers’ platform of armed self-defense as evidence of their “dangerous” militancy. In 
these cases, food diverted critics’ attention from the fundamental work of the Free 
Breakfast for Children – the practice of radical self-preservation and self-determination 
which was at the heart of both the Panther breakfasts and the police patrols.  
Although white Americans often characterized armed self-defense as a result of 
anti-white hatred, the Panthers’ armed patrols against police emerged to protect 
African-Americans from daily threats to their bodily health and safety. Bobby Seale and 
Huey Newton conceived of the Black Panther Party initially because they, and many of 
their neighbors and peers, had become exhausted with the constant threat of police 
harassment and brutality in Oakland. Their experience was not unique. Legal and 
extralegal violence against black people had long been supported by elements of the 
police state. Co-founders Bobby Seale and Huey Newton built a political platform on 
the idea that black people had a right to defend themselves against this abuse of power. 
The two began visibly carrying guns, encouraging their fellow African-Americans to 
exercise their second-amendment rights, and organizing armed demonstrations to 
curtail law enforcement’s arrogance.  
At its core, the Black Panthers advocated carrying arms not as an act of 
aggression, but as an act of radical self-preservation. The very name and icon of the 
Black Panther Party spoke to the difference between the violence of white supremacy 
and the “violence” that was sometimes necessary to survive it: “Huey come up with 
some notion that if you drive a panther into a corner, if he can’t go left and he can’t go 
right, then he will tend to come out of that corner to wipe out or stop its aggressor,” 
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stated Seale. “That’s just like Black people. All the Civil Rights people are getting 
brutalized across this country for exercising the First Amendment of the Constitution 
which is the law of the land, they can’t go left. Other people have tried to control the 
police with law books and tape recorders and have been brutalized. They can’t go 
right.” All of the Panthers’ strategies were carried out in the name of keeping 
themselves and their neighbors safe.43  
The Panther coloring books, whatever their origins, exemplified the outrage that 
motivated the Black Power movement. Reverend King’s ethos of nonviolence hinged on 
the fact that demonstrators knew their enemies would react. Each time a black protestor 
found themselves at the losing end of a firehose, a food fight, or a gun, their choice to 
remain nonviolent even as they suffered was meant to “prove” that they were worthy 
of rights and respect. The strategy was meant to expose the violence of white 
supremacy. Yet after watching their peers endure humiliation, injury, and sometimes 
even death during nonviolent direct actions, the accumulation of abuse became 
unbearable. Black Americans who refused to submit themselves to this abuse 
recognized the immense risk King’s civil rights activists took each time they 
participated in nonviolent direct action. A cadre of black men organized and armed 
themselves to accompany protestors, volunteering to protect them from the force they 
would inevitably provoke from white onlookers. The Deacons of Defense, as they called 
themselves, pioneered armed self-defense as an essential component of direct action. 
The Black Panther police patrols cannot be considered outside this context – and neither 
can the contents of the coloring books, however inflammatory.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
43 Bobby Seale, interview, Eyes on the Prize, Public Broadcasting Service, January 
21, 1987. 
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White people who criticized the Party invariably cited the Panthers’ armed 
demonstrations. Their criticism didn’t require an actual act of violence: a black person 
carrying a gun, even one that remained unfired, embodied white fears of black 
autonomy and rebellion. White Americans’ vehement opposition to the Panthers’ guns 
failed to account for the violence that necessitated armed self-defense. Operating with 
the assumption – upheld by innumerable cultural products and laws – that black people 
were intrinsically criminal allowed white people to justify police violence against blacks 
and describe the Panthers’ choice to arm themselves as further evidence of black 
aggression. A lack of police surveillance and interaction in white neighborhoods 
suggested to white Americans white people were more “civil.” To white people, police 
were just doing their job and upholding the law when they arrested, beat, or even 
murdered black people. But for black Americans, the true violence was not the 
Panthers’ choice to carry – and occasionally use – guns. Instead, it lay in the 
unwarranted police presence and intimidation in primarily African-American 
neighborhoods.  
When the Party’s opponents distributed images from the coloring books found at 
Sacred Heart, they focused on black people’s use of force as indefensibly violent, even 
immoral. Senator Karl Mundt of South Dakota used the contents of the coloring books 
to characterize the party as a dangerous force: “When you teach murder in the 
basement of a church, you begin to see where some of the problem is.” Mundt was not 
alone in categorizing the acts depicted in these books – mostly black men raising guns 
against “pigs” – as murder. These phrases valorized policemen, whom white Americans 
assumed were merely doing their job. The Black Panthers – and many other black 
Americans – were all too familiar with another, more dangerous side of law 
enforcement. The legal and extralegal policing of black space and bodies that 
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necessitated the Black Panther Party’s very existence had taught black Americans to 
distrust police officers. In contrast, white Americans angered by the coloring books 
defended “white policeman and merchants.” These critics’ descriptions of law 
enforcement projected an image of neutrality that belied the systemic and personal 
violence police officers perpetrated against black America.44  
The infamous coloring books threatened to crack the façade of law enforcement 
as a racially and politically neutral institution, but the very existence of the Free 
Breakfast for Children exposed the failure of the state to care for black people’s well-
being. While police brutality, surveillance, and the criminalization of blackness resulted 
in immediate, concrete instances of state violence, food insecurity harmed black 
Americans gradually. Racialized hunger exemplifies what environmental scholar Rob 
Nixon conceptualizes as slow violence: 
“By slow violence I mean a violence that occurs gradually and out of sight, a 
violence of delayed destruction that is dispersed across time and space, an 
attritional violence that is typically not viewed as violence at all.”  
 
Nixon calls for scholars to interrogate the assumption that violence occurs in discrete 
moments, singular visible acts perpetrated by identifiable actors. The framework of 
slow violence brings attention to the long-term, cumulative processes behind issues like 
food insecurity. No singular individual or event was responsible for the hunger the 
Black Panthers sought to alleviate. Instead, an array of factors – discrimination in the 
workplace, wealth inequality, disinvestment from predominantly black urban centers – 
converged to exacerbate black hunger. The effects of this food insecurity accrete over 
time and are not limited to bodily harm. The children who attended the Free Breakfast 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
44 Quotation from David Roe, “Panthers Tried L.A. Ambush, Hearing Told,” 
AASF, Eugene Boyle Papers, Box 1. 
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for Children experienced hunger as an immediate symptom, but food insecurity put 
them at risk for diet-related diseases, emotional and mental harms resulting from 
malnourishment, and consequent damage to their academic performance, as the 
Panthers suggested. Racialized hunger represents a striking and visceral example of 
slow violence, which the state aggravated by failing to address structural racism or offer 
sufficient welfare.45 
As they had raised arms to defend their neighbors and themselves against police, 
the Panthers saw the consequences of hunger as a threat to their collective well-being, 
and conceived the Free Breakfast for Children as a strategy through which they could 
survive it. Access to food that nourished them physically and emotionally was 
necessary for black Americans to live. By coordinating the Free Breakfast for Children 
program and offering a free, reliable hot meal to black schoolchildren every weekday 
morning, the Panthers took initiative to support black Americans’ survival. The 
Panthers administrated the Free Breakfast for Children motivated by the same desires 
that had catalyzed their armed patrols: the will to survive, and to support other black 
Americans in their shared struggle.   
While white onlookers who praised the Panthers’ breakfast program may not 
have perceived food insecurity – let alone a lack of food sovereignty – as a form of 
gradual state violence, they certainly recognized it as a problem. Police brutality, on the 
other hand, did not carry this same legitimacy in the white American imagination. The 
persistent police presence in predominantly black neighborhoods was presented to 
white Americans as a necessary precaution against the crime and immorality they 
associated with urban poverty and blackness. When white Americans supported the 
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Free Breakfast for Children because it was different from the Panthers’ police patrols, or 
praised it in the same breath that they condemned armed self-defense, they failed to 
recognize that both strategies aimed to achieve the same end: black people’s survival on 
black people’s terms. 
Even some scholarly analysis of the breakfast program ignores the fundamental 
similarities between the survival programs and armed self-defense, while allowing the 
Panthers’ reputation as violent extremists to go unquestioned. A primary scholar and 
historian of Reverend Boyle’s work, Jeffrey Burns, considers Boyle’s participation in this 
program to be evidence of his avant-garde “clerical activism.” Yet Burns is one of many, 
including both Boyle’s critics and supporters, who describes the Panthers’ food justice 
activism as anomalous for the Party. Burns contrasts the Free Breakfast for Children 
with what he calls the Panthers’ “violent, revolutionary rhetoric.” Burns is not alone in 
describing the Panthers’ use of guns as “violence,” but his analysis misses the 
significance of the Party’s police patrols, which did not simply target police but which 
aimed to protect black Americans from the police brutality with which they were all too 
familiar. Ironically, Burns quotes one of Huey Newton’s most powerful explanations for 
armed self-defense as he accuses the Panthers of violent militarism: “I’m not going to 
allow you to brutalize me. I’m going to stop you from brutalizing my people.” In 
describing the Free Breakfast as somehow inconsistent with the Panthers’ broader 
platform, both contemporary scholars and Boyle’s critics at the time reinforced a 
misleading dichotomy of “good” and “bad” strategies for civil rights work. But more 
importantly, they failed to recognize that both the Panthers’ police patrols and their 
survival programs aimed to protect black Americans from state violence.46 
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Conclusion 
The Free Breakfast for Children mobilized food and nutrition as an intimate 
channel of resistance to the structural violence of racialized hunger. Through the 
breakfast program, the Panthers nourished black children and affirmed black life in the 
face of pervasive obstacles to black Americans’ survival. The Panthers’ food justice 
efforts, though necessarily centered on black children’s well-being, supported children 
of all races. The Free Breakfast for Children facilitated a powerful multiracial coalition 
between the Black Panthers and other social movements that grew out of different 
marginalized experiences. Like the Black Panthers’ practice of armed self-defense, the 
Free Breakfast for Children threatened to expose underlying systems of inequality and 
reveal the illegitimacy of white supremacy while helping black Americans survive it.  
Opponents of the Free Breakfast for Children translated racist beliefs into actions 
that upheld and obscured the structural violence of white supremacy. Cries of “reverse 
racism” leveled against the Free Breakfast distracted from the lived reality of racialized 
hunger while playing into a useful – but treacherous – logical fallacy. Though all 
African-American families underwent scrutiny in an era when science and the state 
conspired to prove their basic inferiority or “brokenness,” black mothers bore the brunt 
of these unforgiving standards. Americans who engaged in victim blaming, whether by 
pinning poverty in general on the individual or by insisting that black mothers were at 
fault for their children’s hunger, rendered invisible the true workings of post-war 
unemployment, wealth inequality, and food insecurity among African-Americans. 
White Americans’ attacks on the program aimed to protect the existing social and racial 
hierarchy – but in so doing, they only demonstrated the injustice the Panthers had 
already named.  
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The dizzying array of racist beliefs many white Americans mobilized against the 
Free Breakfast for Children for fear that it would expose and weaken the workings of 
white supremacy through food justice. The Black Panther Party and its survival 
programs themselves revealed this gross lack of opportunity and well-being made 
accessible to African-Americans. If white Americans acknowledged the need for 
specifically black spaces like the Free Breakfast for Children and exclusively black 
organizations like the Black Panther Party, they would implicitly be acknowledging the 
fact that African-Americans faced persistent obstacles to their enfranchisement, health 
and success in the United States. By extension, they would acknowledge their role in 
constructing and perpetuating such a skewed system.  
Through editorials like Crocker’s and letters like those Father Eugene Boyle 
received all summer after opening the Sacred Heart breakfast, white critics of the 
Panther breakfasts weakened material and ideological support for the program. But the 
impact of such statements went beyond the Party’s work. Each assumption white 
Americans built their criticisms on – that black leadership was somehow racist, that 
hunger was the result of individual moral failures, that the Free Breakfast only proved 
black mothers’ inability to fulfill their maternal duties – wove into the impenetrable 
fabric of white supremacy in all too tangible ways. White Americans’ words were the 
bastions around the structural manifestations of their racist beliefs. As they had raised 
their guns against persistent police brutality, the Black Panthers raised the Free 
Breakfast as an aegis against the slow violence of racialized food insecurity. 
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Chapter II.  
 
Revolutionary Necessities:  




 Fig. 2: Women volunteering at the Free Breakfast for Children. 
Photo by Ruth-Marion Baruch. 
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I told Bobby [Seale] I couldn’t do it anymore.  
He was very sorry, ‘cause he knew it was gonna fall apart. 
-Ruth Beckford 
 
Fingers of sunlight had not yet begun to pierce the morning fog when Ruth 
Beckford arrived at St. Augustine’s Episcopal Church in West Oakland, paper bags 
spilling over with groceries in each hand. She had spent the first weeks of 1969 asking 
local bakeries and supermarkets for donations, a ritual she would repeat hundreds of 
times over. The New Year still dripped with a spirit of plenty. Beckford had counted on 
that – and it had worked. Now, she stood unpacking her spoils in St. Augustine’s 
kitchen as the neighborhood around her stirred from its slumber. Thick parcels of 
bacon, soft loaves of rye bread, and dozens of eggs attested to Beckford’s genial 
persistence. She set out equipment – frying pans, utensils, a stock pot big enough to 
swim in – as her Monday morning crew filed in. First, a few older black women: fellow 
parishioners, mothers of the girls in Beckford’s Afro-Haitian dance class, members of 
the Durant School Parent Teacher Association that convened just a few blocks away. A 
gaggle of young black men and women trailed behind, clad in leather jackets and 
buttons that declared “Free Huey!” They suppressed yawns, told jokes to keep awake, 
and filled the basement with warm, pungent aromas to welcome a crowd of “little 
brothers and sisters” to the Free Breakfast for Children.47 
The Black Panther Party introduced the Free Breakfast for Children in Ruth 
Beckford’s West Oakland at a time when unemployment, racial discrimination in the 
workforce, and a persistent racial wealth gap kept many black Americans from 
attaining financial stability. Over thirty percent of black families lived at or below the 
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poverty line, compared to eleven percent of all U.S. families. Black families living 
poverty were often unable to consistently purchase basic necessities like food, especially 
in urban centers like Oakland which had swelled with promise during the war but left 
many black transplants jobless in the 1960s. At the same time, social services often failed 
to adequately bridge these gaps, and when they did, they often came with a loss of 
privacy and autonomy for those they purported to serve. Despite these real and 
persistent obstacles, many white Americans – including prominent figures in academia 
and politics – blamed black people for their poverty and their hunger, its consequence. 
Widespread rhetoric framed the hunger that necessitated the Free Breakfast for 
Children as a result of some essential deficiency attributed to blackness rather than a 
symptom of continued discrimination. In a culture that actively prevented many 
African-Americans from attaining financial stability and food security, then blamed 
them for their poverty, the act of survival was itself revolutionary. 
Leaders like Ruth Beckford recognized nothing more essential to the pursuit of 
survival than physical nourishment. When Beckford and the community volunteers she 
organized fed West Oakland’s hungry children through the Free Breakfast, they 
affirmed black life and engaged in radical community care. Beckford was one of many 
volunteers outside the Party, often referred to in the Party’s weekly newspaper as 
“mothers and others,” who made the Free Breakfast program possible. These volunteers 
transformed church basements across the United States into autonomous, supportive 
spaces for children and parents – primarily, though not exclusively black – to gather. 
Though their work mirrored what would eventually become a widespread program of 
federally mandated free breakfasts, organizers and attendees at the Free Breakfast for 
Children program brought the Black Panther Party’s ethos of self-determination into 
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concrete practice by feeding children according to their own standards of physical and 
social well-being.  
White backlash to the Free Breakfast for Children revealed widely held beliefs 
about the mechanisms of poverty that contrasted heavily with the reality of the Free 
Breakfast for Children. Critics like Crocker argued that strategies like the Free Breakfast 
for Children would only encourage people living in poverty, and especially black 
people living in poverty, to remain jobless and unproductive while exploiting state and 
philanthropic resources. On a more intimate level, many white Americans saw the Free 
Breakfast for Children as a danger to normative family structures and gender roles. 
Many critics took issue with the idea of black children finding nourishment outside the 
home, and many argued that the program allowed food-insecure or low-income parents 
to shirk their responsibility to feed and care for their children. Crocker, and the 
hundreds of other white Americans who wrote in opposition to the Free Breakfast for 
Children, mobilized these ideas particularly harshly against black mothers. Black 
women were often trapped between conflicting negative representations that 
demanded their maternal labor for white children even as it denied their capacity to 
give it to their own children. White opponents’ ideas about black motherhood reflected 
and perpetuated the notion that black women were unable or unwilling to properly 
care for their children, and that programs like the Free Breakfast would only encourage 
their supposed negligence by forcing black children to seek out breakfast outside the 
home.  
In contrast to these damning representations, black women – both “mothers and 
others” – were the linchpin of the Free Breakfast for Children. Black women provided 
essential social, emotional, and physical labor to these programs. Many were well-
versed in cooking for large groups, having taken on that role for black church groups or 
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extended family gatherings. They brought their culinary skills and experiences to the 
Free Breakfast, often helping other volunteers learn to cook – at scale, or at all. Women 
often maintained social support networks within their neighborhoods, and tapped into 
groups they were part of to recruit other volunteers or solicit donations for the breakfast 
program. Women gave generously of their time and energy to run the Free Breakfast for 
Children. They often performed labor that had been – and continues to be – gendered 
feminine. But they did not do so because of their gender. Every hour women in and 
outside the Party spent coordinating or cooking for the Free Breakfast for Children 
represented an active choice to use learned skills for the benefit of their community and 
movement.  
Whether or not they would have presented themselves as political leaders or 
radicals, these women practiced leadership and prioritized black people’s collective 
well-being. Historian Ula Taylor has described a similar phenomenon among black 
women activists in the 1920s, which she terms “community feminism.” Taylor expands 
the definition of political leadership through the community feminism framework, 
arguing that when black women took on work that supported other people, they were 
not simply working as “helpmates” but also occupying a leadership role. Community 
feminism applies similarly to women’s contributions in the Free Breakfast for Children, 
a program that required volunteers to take on “a view of the self as collective, 
interdependent, and relational.” The Free Breakfast for Children has often been 
overlooked in histories of the Black Panther Party, and the women who made it succeed 
are similarly absent from most narratives of the Party. Actively looking for and 
documenting the food justice efforts women ran on behalf of the Panthers during the 
late 1960s allows scholars to push back on definitions of leadership and political 
activism that devalue historically feminized work. Moreover, centering the Free 
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Breakfast for Children and the women behind it reminds contemporary organizers and 
political actors of the vast array of strategies that movement leaders have fruitfully 
employed – and can continue to employ – to attain their political goals.48  
Moynihan Comes to Breakfast 
In the postwar moment, the family and domestic sphere often operated as 
symbols for the state. Mass media like Life magazine depicted an ideal family unit that 
existed in a private sphere while simultaneously carrying weighty implications about 
who should participate in the political sphere. As historian Wendy Kozol argues, “Life’s 
postwar pictorial record borrowed from the rhetoric of wartime emergency by linking 
the family to moral obligations and patriotic behavior.” The practice of preparing and 
consuming meals, then, became a highly politicized measure of a family’s place within 
the nation. Representations of the ideal family coexisted with research that aimed to 
codify the health of the American family through natural and social science. Everything 
from the first food pyramid, which conveyed midcentury ideals about “good food,” to 
the Moynihan report’s fixation on black family structures suggested that American 
families and the individuals that comprised them should adhere to strict social norms in 
order to properly embody citizenship.49  
Once Crocker set aside question about “the purity of [the Panthers’] motives,” he 
went on to present an argument that saddled African-American families with the moral 
weight of their poverty and denounced the free breakfast for enabling black mothers’ 
supposed negligence. At a moment when politicians and the public turned their 
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attention to the family as a microcosm of the state, welfare programs came under 
intense scrutiny for their potential impact on American households. The Free Breakfast 
for Children was not a “good idea,” Crocker wrote, because it enabled and rewarded 
black parents who did not provide breakfast for children in their home. Crocker argued 
that the Free Breakfast for Children should not exist because it posed a threat to the 
very foundation of the American nuclear family. 
Crocker, once again echoed by a chorus of white Americans infuriated by the 
Panther breakfasts, claimed that there was no real reason for black parents not to have 
sufficient food in their homes. Racial discrimination in employment, a staggering 
wealth gap that survived well past the end of the slave economy that had birthed it, and 
obstacles to accessing affordable food did not explain the need for the Free Breakfasts. 
Many Americans reduced these persistent challenges to individual character flaws 
among black parents and especially black mothers, fitting them into a preconceived 
notion that black people were lazy and incompetent. Scholarly experts at the time – 
even ones who claimed to want racial equality – imprinted policy with the notion that 
the black family was fundamentally broken. The San Francisco Examiner ran Crocker’s 
editorial on the Panther breakfasts four years after sociologist Daniel Patrick Moynihan 
published his controversial critique of African-American families headed by single 
mothers. The Negro Family: The Case for National Action, more commonly referred to as 
the Moynihan Report, famously argued that “the steady expansion of welfare programs 
can be taken as a measure of the steady disintegration of the Negro family structure 
over the past generation in the United States.” In his then-groundbreaking report, 
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Moynihan veiled his racial, gender, and class bias in the language of statistical 
legitimacy.50  
When he published The Case for National Action, Moynihan was serving in the 
U.S. Department of Labor, providing guidance on the social welfare policies President 
Johnson implemented through the War on Poverty. Moynihan focused his study on 
rates of black male employment, welfare, and out-of-wedlock birthrates. Noting that 
many more unmarried black women were raising children than unmarried white 
women, Moynihan suggested that the rise of single-mother families signified moral 
decay in African-American culture. Bolstering his argument with statistics, Moynihan 
used his academic and governmental status to legitimize the existing racial hierarchy. 
To white politicians and citizens reading it, The Case for National Action provided 
apparent scientific certainty that African-Americans were inferior because of some 
essential biological or cultural difference. 51 
By connecting African-American poverty to notions of intrinsic racial difference, 
Moynihan and his advisees in the Johnson administration could ignore structural and 
systemic causes of poverty. Moynihan criticized welfare programs for supposedly 
enabling black men and women to go jobless without repercussion. To white 
Americans, black Americans who qualified for government assistance were taking 
advantage of taxpayer money purely so they didn’t have to become productive 
members of society. In reality, the welfare programs that emerged under President 
Lyndon B. Johnson’s Great Society often barely enabled African-Americans to scrape 
by, even as they worked overtime hours or multiple jobs. The Moynihan Report headed 
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a wave of sentiment in which black women’s matriarchal authority was purported to 
emasculate black men. Black Americans’ families were structured differently than white 
Americans, and in turn, the black mothers who held these families together prevented 
the men in their lives from being a true part of them. As black feminist philosopher 
Patricia Hill Collins suggests, black women in this period could find work more easily 
outside the home than black men, who were often perceived as more aggressive or 
threatening than black women.52  
Collins notes that black scholars had in fact introduced the question of black 
matriarchal authority, but that white scholars “interpreted black women’s centrality in 
black families as a cause of African-American social class status.” Even though these 
same women were paid less for their labor, their financial contributions to their 
households demoralized the men in their lives. Moynihan, among others, blamed black 
men’s persistent joblessness not on the countless barriers they faced in the workplace 
but on black women’s inability to stay in their place. Single motherhood – which white 
Americans took to signify something dysfunctional about the family unit – and poverty 
was not only black women’s burden, it was also their fault. 53   
Crocker echoed the core beliefs represented in the Moynihan Report in his 
analysis of the Free Breakfast for Children. “We are told there are fathers and mothers 
who send their children to school hungry because they are too poor to feed them,” 
Crocker skeptically wrote. It is clear that Crocker did not take seriously the possibility 
that African-Americans disproportionately lived in food insecure homes. According to 
him, black parents’ inability to provide breakfast for their children was a result of their 
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laziness or incompetence. “It takes little money for parents to have on hand the 
elements of simple, nutritious breakfasts,” Crocker insisted. “But it takes forethought. 
Above all it takes a willingness to get out of bed.” Crocker dismissed the idea that 
African-American parents might face legitimate obstacles to accessing affordable food. 
He dismissed the time constraints that would preclude working parents – especially 
working single mothers – from preparing breakfast in the morning. Strikingly, he 
reduced the issue of food insecurity to individual character flaws: laziness, a lack of 
financial responsibility, apathy towards the child.54 
Crocker echoed Moynihan’s fear of a threat posed to the American family 
structure. “In urban life today, family ties are already too tenuous,” he wrote. Crocker 
felt that “the family” was under attack as parents spent less time with their children. 
His analysis condemned a working class or single-parent upbringing, insisting that a 
parent’s relative absence from their child’s life was “traumatic for both children and 
parents.” This trauma might have been real for some children, but Crocker propagated 
an inaccurate image of the decaying family unit that blamed working parents for their 
lack of participation in their child’s lives.55  
Crocker’s interpretation reflected the standards that white Americans, and 
especially white Americans of middle class or higher status, held themselves and others 
to when it came to childrearing. At the same time that it demonized working parents 
and particularly single mothers, such logic obscured the abuse and neglect that almost 
certainly occurred in wealthier homes. Poverty and blackness themselves were to blame 
for children’s deprivation and not individual irresponsible parents. White, middle-class, 
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nuclear families thus escaped the scrutiny Crocker, Moynihan, and ultimately, the 
federal government aimed at African-American households. 
Like Moynihan, Crocker targeted Black women as the bearers of responsibility 
for upholding what white America believed to be the ideal family. “What is a child to 
think of a mother who is too indolent to rouse herself to furnish him with the basic 
sustenance of breakfast – as much a psychological necessity as it is a physical one – 
before he ventures out from home?” Crocker asked, suggesting that only the children of 
such negligent mothers would have cause to seek out the Black Panther Free Breakfast. 
In Crocker’s image of the healthy American family, mothers were required to prepare 
and serve meals for their children. If they were unable to, it was not a question of the 
mothers’ limited resources, her work schedule, the countless demands that could 
potentially be placed on her body and spirit. Rather, it indicated that she did not care 
for her child.56  
Mothers, black and white, often bore disproportionate responsibility for raising 
and maintaining families that functioned as adequate microcosms of the state. As 
historian Ruth Feldstein has argued, mothers were often blamed for social ills in the 
mid-to-late 1960s against a backdrop of the civil rights movement and the tightening of 
gender norms. Black mothers and white mothers were held to different standards, but 
both were considered responsible for producing citizens fit to contribute to a functional 
democracy. Social norms about motherhood, which often conflated womanhood with 
motherhood and thereby extended these expectations to all women, were inscribed on 
individuals, but reflected broader ideas about the nation. “Representations of women as 
mothers developed in conjunction with debates about who was a healthy citizen and 
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what was a healthy democracy,” Feldstein suggests, arguing that mothers were 
evaluated in terms of their impact on sons as future citizens and daughters as future 
mothers to citizens.57  
Though mothers of all races faced scrutiny as architects of the next generation of 
America, black mothers were held to uniquely inescapable standards. In the postwar 
moment, some black women were able to tend to their own homes and children for the 
first time. Ebony magazine claimed that WWII “took Negro mothers out of white 
kitchens, put them in factories and shipyards. When it was all over, they went back to 
kitchens – but this time their own.” Even as some black mothers gained access to the 
postwar domestic ideal, media representations and expectations articulated in policy 
and public discourse pulled them in impossibly contradictory directions. As Patricia 
Hill Collins suggests, black women have historically been rewarded for pouring their 
emotional and physical labor into ensuring the well-being of white children, as 
evidenced by the trope of the “mammy.” Conversely, black women were penalized for 
devoting such energy to their own children. The participation in the domestic sphere 
that would have earned a white woman admiration for her parenting skills signified to 
some white Americans the possibility of black autonomy and consequent rebellion. 
Collins ties this approach to black motherhood to the image of the “matriarch,” which 
The Case for National Action implicitly condemns. 58   
Even as white expectations, codified through documents like the Moynihan 
report and through subsequent policy decisions, demonized black mothers who 
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embodied “too strong” a presence in the home, black mothers were reprimanded for 
allegedly neglecting their own children. Black mothers, especially single and working 
mothers, were often assumed not to give their children adequate attention or to 
properly maintain a home. Crocker’s editorial identifies foodways as a site of black 
women’s supposed ineptitude, suggesting that black mothers who sent their children to 
the Panther breakfasts did so not out of financial difficulty but because they could not 
or would not prepare breakfast themselves. “It takes little money for parents to have on 
hand the elements of simple, nutritious breakfasts: the milk, juice, oatmeal, eggs, toast, 
jelly and many variations frugal people know about,” Crocker argued, “But it takes 
forethought. Above all, it takes a willingness to get out of bed.” Crocker implicates 
black mothers for their supposed laziness and financial irresponsibility. Ironically, 
Crocker targeted black mothers who most likely performed domestic or other service 
work for white families, ignoring the demanding reality of working class black 
motherhood during the War on Poverty. The black father is notably absent from the 
unflattering pictures Crocker paints, suggesting he does not view them as responsible 
for their children’s nutrition, specifically, though he might have held similar negative 
images about their parenting skills and domestic presence in general.59  
Good Women We Could Depend On 
 Negative representations of black women implied that they were bad mothers, 
that they responsible for the success of their families, and that by extension, their 
supposed failure to mother contributed to black Americans’ continued marginalization. 
It was against this backdrop that Ruth Beckford poured countless hours and energy to 
feeding West Oakland’s hungry black children through the inaugural Free Breakfast 
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program. Beckford’s essential contributions to the founding and success of the Free 
Breakfast for Children, which then spread to Fruitvale, San Francisco, and beyond, has 
gone largely unrecognized. Rather than her efforts to feed children, Beckford received 
notice and praise for her career as a dancer. Beckford received a number of awards for 
her social activism generally, but none explicitly mention her work with the Free 
Breakfast program. Some former Panthers – Rev. Earl A. Neill, whom Beckford worked 
alongside at St. Augustine’s, and Billy X Jennings, who volunteered at the Free 
Breakfast for Children in West Oakland as part of his membership in the Party – 
recalled her position within the breakfast program. Yet they are among few within 
Oakland’s black communities who know her name and associate her with the Free 
Breakfast for Children. This is perhaps not so surprising, since Beckford herself seems 
not to consider her contributions to the Black Panthers’ food justice efforts a central part 
of her career. Even so, Ruth Beckford embodied the female leadership necessary to 
ensure the day-to-day functioning of the Black Panthers’ survival programs, integrate 
them into urban communities, and expand their national reach. Without black women’s 
participation and skill, the Free Breakfast for Children might not have succeeded at all.60 
 Beckford was a catalytic leader in the breakfast program, but she was not the 
only black woman involved: Panther women often took on significant responsibilities 
for the Free Breakfast programs, while women outside the Party provided a crucial 
volunteer base. As the program gained traction, it eventually became a required 
offering for all chapters of the Party, and some fraction of each chapter’s members were 
required to serve. Female Panthers lent a great deal of time and energy to the Free 
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Breakfast program as part of their duty to the Party, and often took on leadership roles 
within the program. Many of the ads the Panthers’ placed in their newspaper for 
donations and volunteers included contact information for women, indicating their 
status as point people for the Free Breakfast program. Black Panther Barbara Sankey 
became director of the Free Breakfast program in Chicago, while across the country, 
Vanetta Molson-Turner coordinated the Seattle branch of the Free Breakfast. Both Elaine 
Brown and Assata Shakur contributed significantly to the program’s development, with 
Brown operating as a key coordinator in Los Angeles. Though there is significantly less 
documentation of black women’s participation outside the Party, the Panthers’ strategy 
for recruiting volunteers almost invariably targeted “mothers, grandmothers, and 
guardians.”  
Beckford’s involvement with the Free Breakfast for Children began with her 
willingness to organize an advisory board for the Panthers, made up of colleagues and 
friends. These social networks were, in fact, what brought her to the Free Breakfast 
program in the first place. Beckford remained ambivalent about the Panthers 
throughout her work with the breakfast program and even in a 1993 interview, but she 
attended St. Augustine’s at the same time that the Panthers met there. Beckford was 
also close friends with Bobby Seale. Beckford recalled being drawn to the Free Breakfast 
for Children as “a positive program that the Panthers originated,” even as she 
disapproved of some of their revolutionary rhetoric. To prepare for the first Panther 
breakfast, Beckford collaborated with Seale, as well as St. Augustine’s pastor, Father 
Earl A. Neil, whom she described as the “spiritual adviser for the Panthers.” Together, 
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they garnered support for the program from local black professionals, including 
Beckford’s then-husband, an insurance broker. 61  
Beckford strategically used her social networks and interpersonal skills to recruit 
volunteers for the breakfast program, which she then carefully coordinated. The Free 
Breakfast for Children ran entirely on a volunteer and donations basis, and Billy X 
Jennings recalled that the Panthers at his Oakland branch often struggled to gather 
enough volunteer labor to complete necessary daily tasks. Beckford recruited parent 
volunteers from the nearby Durant Elementary School “every morning at six o’clock.” 
Beckford capitalized on relationships she had built through her Afro-Haitian dance 
classes, which acquainted her with a number of black women in West Oakland as well 
as the parents of her younger students. While Seale and Father Neil raised funds and 
organized Panthers at work in the program, Beckford singlehandedly coordinated 
community volunteers at St. Augustine’s. She set up a system in which the volunteers 
she recruited, primarily mothers from the Durant School, joined her in cooking on a 
consistent day of the week. Using this strategy, Beckford ensured that the Free Breakfast 
program would always have enough hands in the kitchen and that her volunteers  
Beckford also engaged in community organizing to win material resources and 
build institutional memory for the Free Breakfast for Children. She took the initiative to 
personally connect with and consult a nutritionist to help structure the program’s 
menus, designing a week’s worth of breakfasts that were healthy, inexpensive, and easy 
to prepare in large batches. Free Breakfast programs across the country, even those run 
by the Young Lords rather than the Panthers, modeled their menus off the original 
guidelines Beckford codified in West Oakland. Throughout her years with the 
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programs, she approached local business owners daily asking for donations of food, 
time, and other services. Beckford, then a 42-year-old parishioner familiar to many in 
West Oakland for her dance classes, could win sympathy and support for the Free 
Breakfast program from even conservative business owners in a way that members of 
the Black Panther Party sometimes did not. “Every day I’d go with my begging bowl 
and get stuff donated,” she recalled in a 1993 interview. By earning this support, 
women like Beckford made it possible for Panthers to feed hundreds of children – and 
sometimes parents – on limited resources. 
Beckford’s work with the Free Breakfast for Children was part of a legacy of 
black women donating social labor to civil rights and black communities’ collective 
well-being. Charles Payne’s examination of the black liberation struggle in the 
Mississippi Delta has recognized the crucial organizing black women contributed to the 
civil rights movements. Belinda Robnett has since added several layers of nuance to 
Payne’s model, suggesting that black women, restricted from formal leadership roles by 
their gender and often class, made up an intermediate layer of leadership. “That 
African-American women, for the most part, did not share primary or secondary formal 
leadership titles should in no way obscure the fact that they were leaders,” Robnett 
urges movement scholars, “They were instrumental as leaders in the recruitment and 
mobilization process and were effective, influential leaders who elicited loyalty from 
their followers.” Beckford is merely the most well-documented example of this 
leadership in the context of the Free Breakfast for Children. Women like Elaine Brown, 
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Vanetta Molson-Turner, and Barbara Sankey took on similar responsibilities for the free 
breakfast program at their respective chapters of the Party.62 
Beckford and the women who held similar positions to her in other locations 
exemplified the specific practice of “micromobilization” for black people’s bodily 
health. Alondra Nelson describes these practices in the context of the Black Panther 
Party’s community clinics and sickle cell testing programs, but similar patterns apply to 
the Party’s food justice work. Nelson traces the Party’s healthcare activism back to 
black-led healthcare movements of the early 20th century, which she suggests depended 
less on “physicians and race leaders” than “black middle class women committed to 
improving community health.” Middle class black women used their status within 
churches and social clubs to gather administrative support and funding for community 
health programs. A women’s collective known as the Black Cross Nurses advised 
women in the United Negro Improvement Association on nutrition, basic first aid, and 
childcare. Ruth Beckford had in fact been born to a Black Cross Nurse, Cora Fowler 
Beckford. She took up this mantle of racial uplift in part through her dance classes, 
where she vehemently taught young black girls and women to develop a strong sense 
of self-respect and an active love for their blackness. The younger Beckford’s 
contributions to the Free Breakfast for Children, however, followed even more directly 
in her mother’s footsteps. Where Cora Fowler Beckford had provided education and 
support for black women on maintaining their own and their families’ health through 
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nutrition, Ruth organized black women to take direct action for their communities’ 
nutrition and access to food. 63 
 Beckford and the women volunteers she recruited brought culinary skills and 
knowledge to each breakfast, increasing the Panthers’ efficacy. Older black women 
often took charge of preparing large quantities of eggs, toast, grits, and bacon. 
Photographs and footage of the Free Breakfast program have for the most part 
documented black women at work in the kitchen, while male Panthers serve food or 
clear plates. Photos taken by Ruth-Marion Baruch, a white photographer who worked 
closely with the Party, depict Panther Charles Bursey placing plates of food before free 
breakfast attendees. Baruch’s singular photo of women at the Free Breakfast for 
Children shows two standing in a kitchen, one older one scrambling eggs while the 
other rifles through a stack of napkins. Footage of the Free Breakfast program taken by 
journalist Roz Payne shows two black women preparing trays of toast and plates of 
eggs in a kitchen. Former Panther Ora Williams recalled spending hours cooking during 
her time at the Free Breakfast for Children, even when she was pregnant. “I was in labor 
cooking breakfast for the breakfast program,” Williams stated in a recent documentary 
about the Party. “I was between contractions, flipping pancakes.”64 
 The cooking abilities that proved so central to a smooth and efficient Free 
Breakfast for Children were not intrinsic to women, nor did they come naturally to 
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Beckford’s mothers. Beckford lamented that “…as these girls began to take over more 
and more, my mothers began to quit, and the breakfasts would get out later and later 
‘cause they didn’t know what they were doing.” Her statement makes it clear that 
simply being a woman was not enough to make one useful in the St. Augustine’s 
kitchen. Beckford repeatedly recognized the real and intentional skill her crew of 
women volunteers had developed and were putting into practice each morning. She 
claimed that most of the women who donated their time to Free Breakfasts learned how 
to cook for large groups by taking on that role within their churches or extended 
families. Beckford herself had been surprised by how much she’d had to learn: “I had 
to, you know, make a huge thing of [hot] chocolate, like this, and not have it burn. 
That’s a real skill that I learned.”65 
Though Ula Taylor locates her framework of community feminism in the black 
nationalist movements of the 1920s, it beautifully captures the depth of leadership and 
generosity women like Beckford exemplified through the Free Breakfast for Children. 
Community feminism takes on scholars who argue or imply that when black women 
embody nurturing or supportive roles within liberatory struggles, they are not acting as 
leaders or embodying their full selves. Community feminism “challenges the notion 
that helpmate and leadership roles exist in contradiction.” The framework allows 
scholars to recognize that women like Beckford, whose work primarily aimed to serve 
other people, came from a place of conscious strategy. “Community feminists,” Taylor 
writes, “are women who focus their activism on assisting both the men and women in 
their lives – whether sisters or husbands, mothers or fathers, sons or daughters – along 
with initiating and participating in activities to uplift their communities.” In serving 
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other people, then, community feminists take direct action for the survival and success 
of their communities.  
Beckford and the women she cooked with in St. Augustine’s parish hall each 
morning might not have described their contributions to the free breakfast program as 
acts of feminism. Her ambivalence to changing the division of labor within the Free 
Breakfast suggested that she did not identify with women’s liberation rhetoric in the 
late 1960s, which aimed to get women like Beckford’s mothers out of the kitchen, rather 
than keeping them in it. But her dedication to organizing her neighbors, to addressing 
food insecurity, and to breaking the cycle of poverty through public health and 
education sets her apart as a remarkable example of community feminism. Beckford 
worked tirelessly alongside local black women that she mobilized. This work was not 
an alternative to revolution, or merely a step towards it. Beckford’s dedication to black 
people’s survival and access to autonomous spaces was revolutionary in and of itself – 
even though she was resistant to the Party’s actual rhetoric of “revolution.” Like 
Nelson’s Black Cross Nurses and social club women, Beckford and her colleagues’ work 
might not have been considered leadership in the same way as figureheads like Huey 
Newton and Bobby Seale. But by supporting the people around them, these women led 
by practicing radical self-preservation, radical self-determination, and radical 
community care.66 
 As the free breakfast program progressed at St. Augustine’s, Party members 
began to suggest changes in the division of labor – but Beckford insisted that her 
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volunteers were exercising specific culinary skills that they were uniquely prepared to 
bring, not just donating time. The Panthers gradually integrated more revolutionary 
rhetoric into the Free Breakfast for Children. Volunteers at St. Augustine’s suggested 
that Beckford and her volunteer crew should clean every other day while the Panthers 
took turns at cooking. Beckford was vehemently opposed, insisting that she and the 
neighborhood mothers had come to cook, not to clean. Though her stringent views on 
delegating these tasks may have reflected both her generation and her beliefs about 
gender, she also demonstrated an understanding that her volunteers brought 
knowledge they had actively developed in other settings and applied to the Free 
Breakfast for Children. They could not be treated as interchangeable labor, as the 
Panthers’ proposed changes seemed to suggest.67 
 The Panthers’ suggestions reflected a broader pattern of dismissing domestic 
labor as something that women did as a function of their gender, rather than as a result 
of active choice, practice, and skill. This devaluation of women’s labor – both labor that 
was expected of women because of normative gender roles, and the labor that women 
actually did, regardless of its gendered associations – partially explains the relative 
absence of the Free Breakfast program from the historical narrative. Members of the 
Black Panther Party themselves sometimes disparaged the program or considered it a 
shift away from the Party’s militant pursuit of black autonomy. Eldridge Cleaver was 
an adamant critic of the Free Breakfast for Children, insisting that it was reformist and a 
distraction from the Panthers’ true mission. Even as the Free Breakfast program 
centered the same goals and values as the Panthers’ first police patrols – mobilizing 
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available resources to ensure black Americans’ safety and well-being in the face of state 
violence – its critics within the Party minimized its significance.  
 The scholarly tendency to value formal political leadership, often undertaken by 
men or coded as masculine, continues to devalue strategies like the survival programs 
and the work that went into them. But merely recognizing that women organized, 
without explicitly noting that they did so out of their own choice, interest, and 
capability rather than some essential womanly ability, does not fully address the 
problem. Such assumptions deny women like Beckford and her community volunteers 
credit for their contributions, but they also prevent movement scholars and 
contemporary organizers from recognizing the full variety of strategies available. As 
bell hooks articulated in her meditation on love in the liberation struggle, “There are 
plenty of folks who are not interested in serving, who disparage service. When anyone 
thinks a woman who serves ‘gives ‘cause that’s what mothers or real women do,’ they 
deny her full humanity and thus fail to see the generosity inherent in her acts.” 68  
 Although many factors contributed to the decline of the Black Panther Party and 
survival programs like the Free Breakfast for Children, Beckford identifies the lack of 
recognition towards women volunteers’ specific skills and contributions as a downturn 
for the program. Beckford described young male Panthers’ disregard for the skill 
required to cook for large groups, and claimed that “of course the store merchants 
weren’t going to give food [to the young Panthers], they see these kids coming in there 
with all this language. So that’s what ended that.” Beckford may have been somewhat 
biased in pinning the end of the St. Augustine’s breakfast solely on her departure, but 
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she rightly insisted that the devaluation of black women’s labor within the program had 
real significance on the Party’s ability to carry it out.69  
Conclusion 
 By nourishing hungry children’s bodies, black women volunteers at the Free 
Breakfast for Children engaged in radical community care: helping others to survive 
outside the mechanisms provided by the state. Women volunteers like Ruth Beckford 
contributed social labor necessary to build and maintain support for survival programs 
within and between neighborhoods. Beckford, among others, strategically used their 
social networks to garner material resources – money, food, volunteer labor – necessary 
for the Free Breakfast programs. Women outside the Party brought culinary skills and 
knowledge developed in other circumstances to the program, increasing the efficacy of 
Panther volunteers. Volunteers had to efficiently cook food enough for the hundreds of 
Free Breakfast attendees – it was not a skill intrinsic to “mothers and others,” but one 
that women actively chose to learn and practice.  
Beckford was one of many black women who engaged in community feminism 
for their own and their peers’ well-being. Their contributions were necessary to local 
food justice initiatives and the Black Panthers’ platform of radical self-preservation. 
Though the historiography would suggest that they took on a supportive and therefore 
secondary role to the more formal political actions of their male peers, Beckford and her 
fellow volunteers’ focus on the well-being of the children who attended the Free 
Breakfast program engaged in multidimensional leadership by supporting their 
communities. Free breakfasts cropped up in Detroit, Seattle, Des Moines, among the 
Brown Berets in Fruitvale, the Young Lords in Spanish Harlem, and the Young Patriots 
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Organization in Appalachia. It is almost certain that behind each of these programs, 
other community feminists like Beckford were quietly at work cultivating food justice 
across the U.S. Yet their vital work, in part because it was carried out by women and in 
part because it was considered “women’s work,” is conspicuously absent from the 
historical record.  
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Chapter III. 
 
Hidden in Plain Sight:  




Fig. 3: Still shot from Roz Payne’s documentary on the Panthers, May Day, depicting 
women preparing food for the Free Breakfast. 
Roz Payne, Newsreel Collective.  
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Since the advent of Black power, the Black male has exerted a more prominent 
leadership role in our struggle for justice in this country…when it comes to women, he 
seems to take his guidelines from the pages of the Ladies’ Home Journal. 
 – Frances Beale, founder of the Women’s Liberation Committee, SNCC 
 
On the 65th anniversary of the first May Day labor strike, the Black Panther Party 
organized a rally outside the San Francisco Federal Building to demand freedom for 
their jailed minister of defense, Huey P. Newton. Newton had been imprisoned after an 
altercation with Oakland police officer John Frey turned deadly the previous autumn. 
Many believed that he had been framed, or that his actions had been necessary out of 
self-defense. Photographs surfaced of Newton handcuffed to a hospital bed, enduring 
police interrogation while he recovered from the bullet Frey had sent through his 
abdomen. Though the question of his innocence remains contentious, Newton quickly 
became an icon of the persecution the Black Panthers underwent in the late 1960s. To 
the crowds gathered at the Federal Building on May 1, 1969, chants of “Free Huey!” 
captured the sentiments held among the Panthers and their allies about Newton himself 
and the Party as a whole. Panthers who had devoted the last three years to advocating 
for black Americans’ basic health and safety through the Party felt that mainstream 
media and law enforcement had slandered their work. To add insult to injury, 
misrepresentation of the Party and individual Panthers like Newton further obscured 
the injustices the Party sought to uproot. Members and sympathizers saw Newton 
taken political prisoner for defending his right to drive unmolested by police, the Party 
rendered criminal for giving black Americans a platform to provide necessary 
protections denied them by the state. 
Before the gathered masses, Bobby Seale, who had co-founded the Black Panther 
Party with Newton, stood beside Party chairwoman Elaine Brown, communications 
secretary Kathleen Cleaver, and Newton’s lawyer Charles Garry. The four spoke 
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emphatically about Newton’s centrality to the Party, praising Newton for enabling the 
Black Panthers to offer essential services to their constituency. Hundreds in attendance 
heard about the Panthers’ Ten-Point Platform, the Party’s allies among other racial 
groups, the police patrols Newton and Seale had begun in Oakland. Seale decried 
negative images of the Panthers propagated in mainstream media: he insisted that 
reporters had distorted Newton’s – and the Party’s – true mission. “In the papers this 
morning, they’re saying the Black Panther Party is subversive,” he cried. “The Black 
Panther Party, along with other members of the community are feeding 2,000 young 
brothers and sisters every morning. If that’s subversive, then dammit, we’re 
subversive!” To many white Americans, serving free breakfast to black children was 
subversive. But at the core of his speech, Seale lamented that the Party’s public image, 
from the propaganda the Panthers created and disseminated themselves to the alarmist 
reports that crossed television screens and morning newspapers across the country, 
overshadowed the crucial social services the Party provided.70  
White journalist and filmmaker Roz Payne stood in the crowds that May Day, 
camera reel spinning to capture Seale’s words before they dissipated into the fog of 
misinformation and antagonism shrouding the Party. Payne developed a long-term 
partnership with the Party, documenting critical moments in the Panthers’ campaigns 
and the administration of their survival programs. In her film on the May Day rally, 
audio from the demonstration accompanies clips of both the gathering itself and the 
Free Breakfast for Children. An unidentified Panther woman explains the rationale 
behind the breakfast program, shouting, “We understand that our children go 
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hungry…we understand that the pigs won’t get up off their ass and give us no food!” 
Images of young black boys laughing as they sit down to their meal flash across the 
screen. A pair of black hands spoon scrambled eggs onto a plate before the camera pans 
up to reveal their owner: a bespectacled black woman, intently focused on distributing 
the food before her. Standing beside her, another woman lifts a tray of toast, arranged 
with artful efficiency, onto the table. As the clips of the Free Breakfast fade and the 
camera returns to the rally, Bobby Seale’s voice juxtaposes with these images of women 
at work: “We understand that if it had not been for Huey P. Newton, there would not 
be any Breakfast for Children.” Seale’s voice and Newton’s story are superimposed over 
the women. Meanwhile, the woman who explained the Free Breakfast program at the 
May Day rally remains anonymous even in contemporary analysis of this archival 
footage. In Payne’s film, which functioned as a Panther archive, formal male leaders of 
the Black Panther Party assumed responsibility for the Free Breakfast for Children 
despite what the viewers see on screen. The women at the heart of the program go 
unnamed.71 
Newton was inarguably important to the Party’s existence, and by extension to 
the survival programs. Yet Payne’s footage documents, without highlighting, the labor 
of black women without which the Free Breakfast for Children would not have 
functioned. Her film, in addition to photographs that documented the Free Breakfast for 
Children, illustrates the central role many black women had within the program. This 
revelation, however, is buried. The Panthers and the media generators behind many of 
these visuals extolled male Panthers’ participation and de-emphasized black women’s 
role in the same stroke. These images exemplify the strategies the Black Panther Party 
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employed to build material support for the organization and their social services. Those 
strategies, as well as the images themselves, emulate patterns of suppression that 
feminize and devalue culinary labor, which has allowed the erasure of black women 
from the historical record.  
Like most other civil rights organizations at work during the tumultuous 1960s 
and 70s, the Black Panther Party negotiated their public image as part of their activism. 
Public perceptions of the Panthers and their work influenced their ability to carry it out 
– so the Panthers strategically shaped these perceptions, courting media attention to 
different ends throughout their campaigns. The visuals of the Free Breakfast for 
Children, many of which the Panthers engineered, reflect how Panthers’ conscientiously 
negotiated respectability politics to materially advance their movement. Especially in 
the wake of Newton’s arrest, in which “the gun-wielding Panthers acted out their 
violent drama with the worst possible outcome – the death of a police officer,” black 
men and especially male Panthers faced a resurgence of damaging stereotypes. 
Mainstream media seized on Frey’s death as proof of black men’s inherent aggression – 
as Time magazine put it, “a rage so blinding [Newton] can look on white America 
comfortably only through the cross hairs of a gun” –  which allowed the press to further 
villainize the Party. The Panthers carefully curated images of black men involved in the 
Free Breakfast for Children to intervene with racist ideas about black masculinity that 
fueled perception – and construction – of Panthers as public enemies.72  
Images of black women were also significant to the Party’s attempt to curry 
sympathy. Representations of black women’s contributions to the breakfast made the 
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program seem approachable to those who might otherwise view the Panthers as 
threatening. Through images of women engaged in domestic work for the Party, the 
Panthers catered to opponents within and outside black communities who had been put 
off by the Party’s earlier visual focus on militancy. Despite their symbolic and tactical 
importance to the program, however, black women rarely receive appropriate 
recognition for their contributions. Representational strategies employed by the Party 
contributed to contemporary understanding of male Panthers – and particularly male 
Panther leaders – as the heroes of the breakfast program. The Panthers’ own 
documentation of the breakfast program credits more visible male leaders, like Minister 
of Defense Huey Newton, with the success of the Free Breakfast for Children. 
Meanwhile, individual women who worked as local leaders, community organizers, or 
volunteers received little credit for their contributions. The Panthers broadcast an image 
of their food justice work that elevated black men’s role to the detriment of appreciation 
for the black female labor that sustained it. 
Black women’s relative absence from Party records reflects that the labor they 
contributed to the Party was expected of them by virtue of their gender. Images of black 
men and women at the Free Breakfast for Children forged a powerful counternarrative 
to dominant perceptions of the black family. The alternative archive produced by the 
Black Panthers’ visual strategy, however, capitalized on and perpetuated patriarchal 
assumptions that have rendered food work feminine and devalued it on that basis. 
While representations of the Panthers’ food justice work allowed black men to get 
positive recognition for the Party and themselves, images of women engaged in food 
work served to naturalize and obscure black women’s culinary labor. 
Scholars have accepted the image the Panthers presented and unfortunately 
reproduced both these gendered expectations and the consequent silences that 
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essentialize and erase black women’s culinary labor. Recent historical studies of the 
Black Panther Party devote disproportionate attention to strategies of the Black Panther 
Party coded as masculine, most notably armed self-defense. This analytical lens filters 
out the community organizing, social welfare initiatives, and food related work 
fundamental to the Party’s vision. Failure to recognize these forms of political 
leadership adequately, if at all, reinforces the idea that such work is not truly “political” 
or worthy of study. Historians of the Black Panther Party, even those who have focused 
specifically on survival programs like the Free Breakfast for Children, have understated 
the essential labor women in and outside the Party undertook to maintain this 
revolutionary work. Women’s voices are missing from the archive because the 
Panthers’ public relations efforts and subsequent scholarship have rendered their work 
less radical, less political, and less worthy of historical study than that of their male 
peers. 
The Panther Image 
 The summer before the Free Breakfast for Children had become well and truly a 
part of the Black Panthers’ platform, a young German photographer named Ruth-
Marion Baruch introduced herself to Black Panther minister of information Kathleen 
Cleaver at a lecture. Baruch came to Cleaver after several failed attempts to reach her, 
and she came with an idea. Months earlier, she had said to a San Francisco art director: 
“You know…the next thing I really want to do in photography is an essay or series on 
the Black Panthers, to present the feeling of the people.” Now, she stood before one of 
“the people” herself and proposed the project that would become The Vanguard: A 
Photographic Essay on the Black Panthers. Baruch and her creative partner, her husband 
Pirkle Jones, belonged to a cohort of white artists interested in “understanding” and 
“correcting” the Party’s contentious public image. Baruch faced anti-Semitism in the 
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halls and dorms of the University of Missouri, while Jones, born in Shreveport, 
Louisiana, grew up hearing his father’s grim recollections of lynching. As Baruch 
remembered it, these formative experiences shaped both artists’ approaches to 
photography. By the time they heard about the Black Panther Party, Baruch and Jones 
had committed their artistic careers to documenting the social injustices that came to 
light in the 1960s.73  
As Baruch and Jones learned more about the Panthers’ philosophy and everyday 
work, they realized how far the Party’s programming was from the image that 
mainstream news media and law enforcement presented. In her introduction to The 
Vanguard, a collection of photos and memoir that resulted from the couple’s work with 
the Panthers, Baruch recalls the moment she understood what her position as a 
photographer would allow her to do for the Panthers: “Slowly, we began to 
comprehend how severely maligned they were by all the communications media. The 
urge to correct this unjustice [sic] grew rapidly within me.” Though she perhaps 
wrongly positioned herself as an objective observer “documenting” the Panthers, 
Baruch did recognize the chasm between public perceptions of the Panthers and their 
day-to-day reality. Baruch and Jones’ photos of the Party undoubtedly show as much or 
more about the photographers’ worldviews than about their subjects. But the couple’s 
interest in capturing the Panthers’ image indicated how deeply they believed 
photographs could push back on dominant ideas about the Party’s so-called militancy, 
criminality, and violence.74  
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Baruch was one of many white photographers who attempted to capture the 
Party’s work and spirit during their apex. As Leigh Raiford describes in her analysis of 
Panther photographers, many white artists were drawn to the Party by the often 
romanticized air of radicalism surrounding it. Besides joining allied political 
organizations, photography was the closest non-black radicals could get to joining the 
Party. For many left-leaning white artists, documenting the Panthers offered a way to 
experience the allure of rebellion without risking much safety themselves. White 
photographers enjoyed a buffer by staying out of the Panthers’ official business – 
which, illegal or not, placed every rank-and-file member of the Party at risk of 
surveillance and police repression. In the event of a police or FBI raid, law enforcement 
would target black activists regardless of affiliation before a white photographer. Yet 
photographing the Black Panthers allowed white artists to feel the exhilaration of the 
movement. As Raiford claims, “those who photographed the Panthers revealed 
themselves as deeply invested in the politics of the insurgent black image in U.S. public 
space…they all contributed to and occasionally resisted the institutionalized vision of 
the party.75  
The Panthers were not just the subject of outside artists’ work: they, too, 
constructed these images. From the start, the Panthers had undertaken a calculated 
public relations strategy designed to win visibility for the Party and project their image 
on their own terms before outside media defined it for them. The Black Panthers 
themselves created and circulated images that white Americans held up as proof that 
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the Black Panther Party were a gang of extremists out to attack innocent white people. 
At the same time that these images stoked the flames of media misrepresentation, they 
were important products of self-representation. The Panthers cultivated a unique brand 
of African nationalism and no-nonsense radicalism that signified a clean break from the 
religious, peaceable civil rights activism that preceded them. The image of masculine 
militancy that the Panthers projected offered a stark contrast to the images of 
respectable manhood and polite protest that emerged from post-war civil rights 
activism. Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr. and his allies had protested through 
nonviolent direct action, decked out in their Sunday best. The Panthers and other 
proponents of Black Power ideology perceived the representational strategies deployed 
by activists like King as too submissive. Though the images King et al projected served 
important short-term functions, the Panthers recognized that in the long-term, they 
were they were injurious to perceptions of African-Americans’ power, pride, and 
personhood. Most African-Americans who joined or supported the Panthers rejected 
the idea that they must prove – on white America’s terms – that they were worthy of 
respect, equal treatment, and well-being. So they – and the images they produced – 
pushed back.76     
As the Party’s earliest structured community patrols began to draw press 
coverage, the Party balanced the benefits of publicity with the dangers of leaving their 
visual demonstrations up to mainstream interpretation. As spring became summer in 
1967, the Panthers turned their attention to “fashioning and projecting an image entirely 
of their own making.” The seminal moment of their new publicity efforts resulted in 
perhaps the most well-known and reproduced photo of a Black Panther: Huey 
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Newton’s famed “spear poster.” In the now-iconic portrait, Huey Newton sits in a 
wicker throne, spear in one hand and rifle in the other. He wears the Party’s trademark 
beret and leather jacket, feet resting on a zebra print rug, with African shields propped 
up against the wall on either side of him. Then-minister of information Eldridge Cleaver 
had conceived and posed shot the portrait, relying on calculated symbolism to convey 
the Party’s mission and tone as embodied by Newton. Seale wrote of the photo, “Huey 
said, the people invented a shield against the spear…this is what Huey P. Newton 
symbolized with the Black Panther Party – he represented a shield for black people 
against all the imperialism, the decadence, the aggression, and the racism in this 
country.” The Panthers initially produced this portrait to raise funds for the emergent 
Party, but the image took on a life of its own. Newton confronts the camera with an 
indomitable gaze that quickly became a symbol of black radicalism, resilience, and 
revolutionary confidence. Images like Newton’s portrait were not just a means to an 
end – a way of marketing the Party to potential supporters, members, and funders – but 
a tactic of opposition in and of themselves. 77 
The Panthers did not intentionally project an image of criminality; in fact, this 
very image would become part of the state repression that ultimately unraveled them. 
They instead staged images that conveyed power, self-respect, and resolve, that upon 
reaching white eyes were read as statements of the danger the Party posed to American 
society. By April of 1967, the Black Panthers’ armed patrols had drawn national media 
attention, much of which associated the Party with their guns and, consequently, with 
aggression and the threat of unbound black masculinity. An article in the San Francisco 
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Sunday Chronicle and Examiner ran a photo of Seale and Newton outside the Party’s 
Oakland headquarters, stating that “They make no bones about being anti-white or 
about being revolutionaries.” Mass media historian Jane Rhodes notes that prominent 
media characterizations of the Black Panthers projected colored the Party with white 
fears. The press and the public read the Black Panthers’ own photos through a dubious 
and pessimistic lens. Fearful reactions to photos of Newton, Seale, Cleaver, and other 
young Panthers in paramilitary gear, donning their trademark leather and defiant stares 
only revealed white Americans’ preconceived notions of black men as hypersexual 
aggressors. While the Panthers transmitted their unwillingness to be silenced or to fit 
themselves into notions of blackness acceptable to the white gaze, as they considered 
their predecessors in the midcentury civil rights movement to have done, white 
Americans looked at their assertiveness and saw unregulated rebellion that threatened 
their way of life. Regardless of the nuanced messages the Panthers might have intended 
to convey through their media, “these visual and verbal images tapped into white 
Americans’ primal fears of black male sexuality, black American violence, and the 
potential of an all-out race war.”78 
It would be a loss to set aside the photographs the Panthers themselves produced 
purely because of how they were received by white audiences, yet these images are in 
many ways responsible for the Party’s seemingly intractable “masculine public 
identity.” Leigh Raiford addresses the paradox presented to scholars attempting to 
salvage the Panthers’ reputation through images: “photography and the question of 
‘image’ more broadly as fundamental component of Panther organizational strategy 
have presented a shifting, unsteady ground that many attempt to downplay or sidestep 
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for fear of replicating the original media framing (and frame up) of the BPP.” In the 
context of the Free Breakfast program, considering this early framing of the Panthers is 
not just important for accuracy. Rather, these images are necessary to understanding the 
visual strategy Panthers and their allies employed to represent the Free Breakfast for 
Children.79 
Baruch’s enthusiasm for her photographic essay on the Party might have lacked 
awareness of the Panthers’ own visual strategy, but Party members recognized that her 
dedication to “correcting” dominant representations offered a powerful platform to 
mobilize for the Panthers’ benefit. When Baruch proposed her idea to Kathleen Cleaver, 
“her response was electric.” Cleaver, the Party’s minister of information and the major 
coordinator behind the “Free Huey!” campaign, knew the Party’s public relations 
efforts well. She was directly involved in the Panthers’ production of oppositional 
images. Yet it seems that Cleaver recognized in Baruch’s vision the opportunity to reach 
beyond its membership and a sympathetic base of supporters. A white artist like Baruch 
could bring images of the Party’s work to patrons of the arts – before The Vanguard even 
existed, she had already piqued the interest of San Francisco galleries. And the power 
dynamics that granted Baruch’s vision of the Panthers more authority than the 
Panthers’ representations of themselves among white Americans would allow the 
resulting photos to strategically subvert the stereotypes most Americans held about the 
Panthers and often, African-Americans more generally. 80 
Gendering the Black Panther 
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Baruch’s photos focus overwhelmingly on male Panthers. She frequently shot 
portraits of major figures within the Party, however, she also devoted a great number of 
photos to representing anonymous men in situations or poses that emphasize emotional 
complexity, and often, a nurturing role. It’s especially telling of the misrepresentation 
the Panthers sought to overcome that when Baruch first described the project to 
Cleaver, Cleaver had answered, “Perhaps you’re the one to free the men.” On the 
surface, Cleaver’s comment referred to members of the Black Panther Party who had 
been imprisoned for their political actions. The Panthers were running prominent 
campaigns for their freedom at the time. But her statement also alluded to the prison of 
hypermasculinity imposed on black men. Cleaver saw a potential escape in the photos 
Baruch envisioned.81 
The photos Baruch and Jones took of black men involved in the Free Breakfast 
for Children, though just as strategic as the Party’s earlier, more defiant images, did a 
different kind of work than photos of Panthers at protests or carrying guns. Instead of 
challenging white America’s demand for a submissive, well-dressed “good Negro,” 
photos of the Free Breakfast program expanded the definition of black masculinity and 
won support for the Party’s survival programs within and outside the black 
community. In them, male Panthers performed a nurturing and wholesome masculinity 
that had been denied to black men. The cultural vocabulary that allowed white 
Americans to read the Black Panthers’ early propaganda as proof of their violent 
criminality also posited that black masculinity was mutually exclusive with sensitivity, 
creation, responsibility, and good parenting. Baruch’s photos, on the other hand, 
depicted male Panthers engaged in activities that reflected all of the qualities they were 
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said not to possess. Baruch’s photos of Panther men, especially men at work in the Free 
Breakfast program, opened another visual role for black men: the domestic ideal of the 
Panther dad.  
The Vanguard opens with a challenge to stereotypical black masculinity. The first 
image in the book, which precedes even the title page, is a black-and-white portrait of a 
black man holding a baby. The child sleeps peacefully in his arms, suggesting that he 
has a calming presence, and knows how to lull an infant into slumber. The man smiles 
down at the child, which draws viewers’ focus to her as the primary subject of the 
photo. Her face is fully visible, while his remains somewhat understated by the angle of 
his gaze. The composition of the photograph stands in stark contrast with many of the 
Party’s earlier shots, in which the subject confronts the camera with a forward-facing 
gaze. Instead of meeting the viewers’ eyes with unshakeable confidence, the man in this 
photo doesn’t even look at the camera. Although the man is less central than the child, 
the image sends a clear message about his ability to care for her. Both the father and the 
child are visibly relaxed, projecting the idea that he is a competent and loving parent. 
The photo is uncaptioned: the man and child both anonymous, their actual relationship 
only inferred. The subjects’ real identities or story, however, is almost irrelevant to 
Baruch’s – and arguably, the Panthers’ – larger purpose. Black men’s actual ability to 
nurture – or lack thereof, as common stereotypes would have it – mattered little to none 
when it came to shifting racist public perceptions. It was, instead, a question of image. 
Baruch and the Panthers produced these photographs to contradict widespread 
stereotypes of black men, and especially male Black Panthers, as aggressive, criminal, 
and irresponsible parents.82 
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Fig. 4: An unidentified Black Panther holds a sleeping infant.  
Photo by Ruth-Marion Baruch. 
 
Images of men serving at the Free Breakfast for Children propagated an ideal of 
nurturing masculinity in contrast to the Party’s earlier construction of militant 
masculinity. The men in these photos swapped the leather and berets for plain button 
down shirts and bare heads. They sported aprons for functional reasons, to mitigate the 
inherent mess that came from spending hours preparing and serving food. But however 
practical these aprons were, they made a definitive statement that the men wearing 
them had assumed a caretaking role. Male Panthers at the Free Breakfast program were 
engaged in the domestic – and stereotypically feminine – labor of preparing and serving 
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food to children. The combination of cooking and childcare epitomized maternal duties. 
Yet the men performing this labor were not assuming the role of “mom.” They still 
maintained normative gender presentation in most ways: they wore stereotypically 
masculine clothes and kept their hair short. Baruch never rendered the subjects of these 
photographs as women, but she captured them in a non-normative gender role. Smiling, 
bending down to spoon scrambled eggs onto a child’s plate or refill cups of hot 
chocolate, the male Panthers at the Free Breakfast for Children performed traditionally 
feminine labor to make a space for themselves within the domestic ideal so widely 
respected at the time.  
One of Baruch’s photos of the Free Breakfast program, printed in The Vanguard as 
well as the July 19 edition of The Black Panther, shows Panther Charles Bursey serving 
breakfast to a young black girl during the summer of 1969. Like the unidentified father 
in Baruch’s opening portrait, Bursey does not make eye contact with the camera. His 
expression is one of gentle focus as he places two heaping plates on the table before 
him. Bursey wears a button-down shirt with the sleeves rolled up underneath a floral 
print apron. He stands behind the young girl he is serving, leaning over her and 
framing her in his arms in an undeniably paternal stance. She smiles excitedly, her eyes 
fixed on the toast and eggs. Bursey appeared in several of Baruch’s photos, always in 
the midst of serving food. His hands are always outstretched, inviting. The composition 
of these photos places Bursey in a squarely domestic – even deferential – light. The 
photos depict him giving his undivided attention to the children and the task before 
him: making sure they are all fed.83 
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Fig. 5: Charles Bursey serves a young girl at the Free Breakfast for Children. 
Photo by Ruth-Marion Baruch. 
 
The photographs of Bursey and other male Panthers were shot against a 
backdrop of what historian Stephanie Coontz calls “the myth of black family collapse,” 
which pathologized black family arrangements while endorsing nuclear families that 
subscribed to normative gender roles. A long legacy of racial discrimination led to a 
variety of social and economic factors that often barred black families from achieving 
the imagined ideal of American family life. While much of white America uplifted 
families composed of a male breadwinner, flawlessly domestic mother, and two 
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children, “the increasingly precarious employment situation of black men” made it 
impractical for most black men to singularly support their household while black 
mothers stayed at home. In an almost perfectly transposed mirror image of the 
idealized white family, black men were unwelcome in the outside workforce, while 
black women often supported their families by pursuing domestic work outside their 
own homes. Many midcentury African-American families incorporated non-family 
members into the household: in part to compensate for the economic and social 
obstacles they faced, in part because such arrangements provided rich social support. 
Instead of restricting themselves to a nuclear family unit, black Americans created and 
nurtured extended kinship networks that offered mutual care and protection. These 
family arrangements were not problematic in and of themselves, despite the efforts of 
midcentury sociologists to prove that they were. Black Americans did not necessarily 
want to attain the white family ideal. But most decried the discrimination that led to 
black men’s chronic unemployment and the pathologization of the black family in the 
first place.84  
At a moment when the ideal of a male breadwinner was both valorized and 
impossible for most black men to attain, photos of male Panthers performing 
fatherliness at the Free Breakfast made a radical statement. The men in these 
photographs did not necessarily have children or wives, nor did they necessarily have 
plans to pursue family life. Yet in the photos, they projected the kind of fatherhood that 
a successful “organization man” might aim for. Their participation in what might be 
thought of as the motherly duty of feeding a child suggests that they were willing to 
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sacrifice or set aside typical gendered assignment of labor for children’s benefit. If 
Baruch’s photo projected an alternative vision from the family of the 1950s American 
Dream, Bursey played a father figure who was successful enough that he could take 
time out of his breadwinning role to serve a nice meal to his children. These photos 
painted a picture of black male sensitivity and caretaking without depicting Bursey or 
his colleagues as servants. At a moment when white America’s cultural imagination 
was fixated on the notion of black fathers abandoning their families or living off the 
state, Baruch’s images of Panther men portrayed black men as responsible and paternal.  
Representations of black men as nurturers in the Free Breakfast for Children 
challenged white misconceptions about race, but they also won support for the Party 
within local black communities. Although the Black Panthers’ earlier media strategy 
alarmed and angered white Americans, it also turned off black people who saw the 
Party – and the Panthers’ representation of themselves – as too violent or too political. 
Among African-American viewers, these images and the presentation of the Free 
Breakfast for Children helped win over support from Oakland residents who otherwise 
remained skeptical of the Black Panthers. Party member Billy X Jennings recalled 
initiating a Free Breakfast program in his West Oakland neighborhood after he and his 
comrades had canvassed to reach more conservative black residents with the Panthers’ 
social services. By strategically creating and distributing images of these programs at 
work, the Party was able to engage in this movement-building at a greater scale than 
they would have by simply sending individual Panthers into communities.85   
Through their newspaper and other media, the Party enacted a similar strategy 
that resisted mainstream representation of black women. As Linda Lumsden, a scholar 
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of journalism history, argues in her study on the representation of black women in The 
Black Panther, “The newspaper became a premier forum for challenging the negative 
associations of African-American women disseminated by mainstream media – what 
historian Jane Rhodes calls the ‘central purveyors of the framing of black America.’” 
Despite making visible a counternarrative to racist stereotypes about the Panthers and 
African-Americans more generally, representations of both men and women engaged in 
the Free Breakfast for Children played on patriarchal notions of gender, including the 
feminization and devaluation of culinary labor. Black women appear frequently in 
photographs and footage of the Free Breakfast for Children, usually smiling, and 
preparing or serving food. These women appeared in mainstream newspapers’ articles 
about the Panther breakfasts, challenging those who did not have or want access to The 
Black Panther to reevaluate their perceptions of the Party and of black women. 
According to the visual record, these women were there. The language used to describe 
their presence, however, de-emphasized their contributions and separated them from 
the revolutionary heroism awarded to black men involved in the program. 86   
The San Francisco Examiner ran an article describing the Free Breakfast for 
Children The author emphasized the presence of “young women volunteers” at Sacred 
Heart, placing the women working at the program in a separate conceptual category 
than “the Black Panthers.” Members of the Black Panther Party were strongly 
encouraged, and in some cases required, to volunteer their labor to the Free Breakfast 
for Children. Most programs had to reach beyond the Party into the local community to 
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garner enough hands to make the breakfasts run smoothly. Technically, the author 
drew a real and pragmatic distinction between these two groups: not all volunteers at 
the free breakfast were members of the Party, and not all Panthers worked at the free 
breakfast. But this separation functioned to reinforce the idea of male as default, 
especially for black men. By extension, the discursive subject of “Black Panther” 
continued to be presented as essentially male. Simultaneously, the category of 
“woman” was placed outside the Party, while community volunteers were presented as 
primarily female. These conceptual separations implied that women would choose to 
do this labor, while the Panthers (coded as male, whether or not that perception 
reflected the gender distribution among their ranks) took on a nurturing role and the 
domestic work of cooking because their position in the Party demanded it of them.  
The Black Panthers perpetuated this connection between voluntary culinary 
labor and womanhood in their own newspapers. Nearly every issue of The Black Panther 
published between the start of the Free Breakfast for Children and its decline in 1970 
ran at least one advertisement calling for donations and volunteers to the breakfast 
program. Though the contact information differed by location, the ads were often 
remarkably similar in phrasing. Many called specifically for “mothers and others” or 
“mothers, grandmothers, and guardians,” once again playing on the aforementioned 
discursive categories. “Mothers” did not belong in the Party, but their labor was 
assumed to be necessary enough to the Free Breakfast for Children program that the 
Panthers requested it specifically. Moreover, the Panthers who addressed the ads – 
often female coordinators of the Free Breakfast themselves – assumed black mothers 
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would be interested in and capable of donating their time and energy to the Free 
Breakfast program.87 
Photographs of women at work in the Free Breakfast for Children countered 
common beliefs that the program was initiated because black mothers were failing to 
feed their children. Rather than the lazy, inept mothers white Americans pictured, these 
images showed black women giving generously of their labor to feed black children. 
Whether or not their children attended the program, whether or not these women were 
mothers at all, these photographs suggested that black women were capable of carrying 
out maternal duties. The Examiner article was illustrated with one striking black and 
white photo that exemplified the program’s gendered public image. The two women in 
the picture, Florence Davis and Earlene Coleman, stand behind four children at the 
breakfast table. Their long-sleeved dresses are decidedly feminine, domestic, and 
modest. Davis wears a short Afro. Coleman has a headwrap tied snugly over her hair. 
Both are smiling, and both project a strong sense of feminine domesticity. Baruch’s 
photos of women, though they were fewer and often less well-publicized than her 
portraits of Panther men – most didn’t even reach the Party’s newspaper – completed 
the picture of domestic family life that Baruch’s portraits of Bursey began. Without 
depicting women at work in the Free Breakfast program, Baruch’s photos of Panther 
men would have projected an image too far outside normative gender roles. Baruch’s 
photos of women, notably, show them cooking rather than serving to the children. 
Alongside pictures of Bursey and others feeding the program’s attendees, photos of 
black women preparing food together suggested an acceptably gendered division of 
labor.  
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The Vanguard includes just one photograph of women at the Free Breakfast, 
alongside two photos of Bursey and three of the program’s young beneficiaries. Two 
unidentified women stand in a kitchen. The taller and younger of the two sports an 
Afro and a striped shirt with a button that seems to depict Huey Newton’s face. She 
stands flipping through a pile of napkins, her gaze firmly fixed downward, drawing 
viewers to look at her hands. She wears a wedding band on the ring finger of her right 
hand, suggesting she is engaged – young, but still on the right path to attaining an 
acceptably feminine role. The other woman wears glasses, a striped headscarf, and a 
frilled apron as she scrambles eggs. She looks somewhat older, but more importantly, 
performs a motherly – or even grandmotherly – role within the picture. She does the 
actual cooking, while the younger woman assists with the lower stakes task of 
preparing napkins. The older woman is dressed for cooking work, and wears no visible 
Panther paraphernalia. The straight bangs that peek out from under her headscarf read 
as orthodox to the younger woman’s more defiant choice to wear her hair natural, 
regardless of what either woman intended.88  
Though the image Baruch created of these two women may have nothing to do 
with either subject’s reality, it worked in conjunction with Baruch’s portraits of Bursey 
to award black women the competence and responsibility within the household that 
common stereotypes denied them. The younger woman embodies a more toned-down, 
domestic version of the iconic Panther woman, first made famous by Kathleen Cleaver 
in photos not unlike Newton’s spear portrait. The older woman seems to represent the 
younger one’s eventual journey into fulltime homemaking. While voices like George 
Crocker doubted black women’s mothering abilities – “What is a child to think of a 
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mother who is too indolent to rouse herself to furnish him with the basic sustenance of 
breakfast?” – and followers of Moynihan pinned black Americans’ financial troubles on 
overly strong black matriarchs, Baruch’s photos argued that black women were more 
than capable of and dedicated to performing domestic labor for the good of theirs and 
their neighbors’ children.89  
While the Panthers and outside journalists verbally reinforced the association 
between domestic labor and womanhood, Baruch and Jones used the Free Breakfast 
program’s feminine connotations to produce images that made black men in the Party 
seem less threatening. Working against the widespread idea that the Black Panthers 
were “thugs” and “gangsters,” Baruch’s photos of black men in aprons, pouring hot 
chocolate and smiling with young children at the program worked to destabilize white 
America’s prominent ideas about black men’s capacity for sensitivity and caretaking 
work. By capturing black men in a situation that was coded as feminine, often using 
photographic techniques to emphasize the nurturing aspect of the Free Breakfast for 
Children, Baruch visually neutralized the threat many white Americans’ projected onto 
black men. The Panthers’ strategy in publicizing these images of black men in the Free 
Breakfast program rested on a foundation of patriarchal assumptions: that food was 
feminine, that femininity was benign, that docile domesticity would protect black 
Americans from white fear and rage.  
 While ideas about the black family infiltrated social, political, and cultural 
institutions to uphold and obscure structural violence against black people, ideas about 
gendered labor in the Free Breakfast program obscured the very people contributing 
this labor. By focusing on black men working at the Free Breakfast, as well as on young 
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black boys receiving the free breakfast, media producers within and outside of the Party 
shifted attention from the multitudes of anonymous black women who made the 
program run. Individual women are rarely credited, symbolically or by name, with the 
program’s administration. The Panther’s own documentation of the breakfast program 
credits more visible male leaders, like Minister of Defense Huey Newton, with the 
success of the Free Breakfast for Children. For the most part, the Party newspaper ran 
photos of the Free Breakfast programs that depict young black boys enjoying their 
meals or male Panthers serving them. With the exception of their calls for volunteers or 
donations, women volunteers in and outside the Black Panther Party rarely wrote 
publicly about their experiences or opinions of the Free Breakfast for Children, leaving a 
void that male Panthers filled with political rhetoric around the survival program.  
 Party members lifted up a narrative in which men were responsible for the idea of 
survival programs like the Free Breakfast for Children. Meanwhile, black women 
comprised over half of the Party’s rosters and contributed a bulk of the labor necessary 
for these survival programs’ daily functioning. Former Panther Frankye Malika Adams 
baffled at this disconnect between representation and reality: “I don’t know how it 
came to be a male’s party or thought of as being a male’s party. Because these things, 
when you really look at it in terms of society, these things are looked on as being 
women’s things…feeding children, taking care of the sick….We actually ran the 
[Party’s] programs.” Although Adams herself contributes to patterns of thought that 
categorize food preparation and childcare as essentially feminine pursuits, her 
experience with the Party was typical. The Party’s community service programs were in 
many ways far from the face of the Panthers. Joshua Bloom and Waldo E. Martin 
suggest that “while women often ran many of the Free Breakfast for Children Programs, 
male participation in the programs was widespread, sensitizing innumerable Panther 
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men to the importance of family, children, and gender issues for the Party as well as for 
black communities and the larger society.”90 
 In part, this choice to emphasize male Panthers in more conventionally 
recognized leadership roles over the many women in and outside the Party who 
contributed their labor to the functioning of the Free Breakfast for Children reflected a 
limited understanding of leadership. Figureheads like Newton, Seale, and David 
Hilliard were consistently labeled as leaders in the tradition of much civil rights 
discourse. Their contributions to the Party’s platform were considered formal political 
actions. Their speeches and visibility made them household names, identifiable faces. 
Meanwhile, women like Ruth Beckford led through a communal approach and were 
hardly made recognizable. In the Party’s public image, these women went virtually 
unseen. 
 Photographs and footage of women at work in the Free Breakfast for Children 
program tell us they were there. Yet their images appear much less frequently than 
those of male volunteers, in the Panthers’ own newspaper as well as mainstream media 
platforms. When their images were included, these women were often framed as less 
major contributors to the program than their male peers. Images of black men, many of 
whom presented themselves as political radicals and leaders, taking on domestic labor 
for the good of their communities gained traction because they took advantage of 
audience’s assumptions and played on the unexpected. Male Panthers in the kitchen 
were remarkable. Female Panthers and black women volunteers in the kitchen were just 
doing their maternal duty. The Black Panthers left a visual record of the Free Breakfast 
for Children that functionally erases women’s culinary labor even when it shows the 
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women themselves. The photographs that came to define the Free Breakfast for 
Children – both to its contemporaries and to historians looking back – depict it as a 
program conceived and run by men. The women at the heart of the program appear at 
times, but these photographs tell a story in which the program was revolutionary, 
unique, and valuable because it brought Panther men from the streets to the breakfast 
table, and persuaded them to trade their guns for grits.  
“Our Fingertips on the Handles of History” 
 Historians have turned a great deal of attention toward the Black Panther Party 
in recent years, holding them up as a prime example of the pivotal social movement 
and civil rights activism that distinguished the 1960s and 1970s. Respected scholars like 
Joshua Bloom, Waldo E. Martin, Tracye E. Matthews, and Robyn C. Spencer have 
published encyclopedic histories about the Panthers, considering their relationship to 
the nonviolent direct action movement, their ties to Communist China, and their 
striking visual propaganda, among other things. Yet these historians rarely linger on the 
survival programs, despite their centrality to the Party’s Ten-Point Platform. Most 
scholars devote the bulk of their attention to making sense of the Panthers’ “militancy,” 
and especially their infamous platform of armed self-defense.  
 By focusing their narratives on the Black Panthers’ guns instead of their rich 
practices of community care, historians repeat the patterns of valuation that erase black 
women from the Black Panthers’ documentation in the first place. Structuring historical 
studies around armed self-defense while skimming over the significance of the survival 
programs inherently considers these aspects of the Party’s history to be somehow more 
“real,” political, or revolutionary. Such scholarly approaches imply that the survival 
program, and particularly the Free Breakfast for Children, are not worthy of study 
beyond the mere mention of their existence. Some historians, including Kathleen 
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Cleaver herself, have presented a handful of stories about the F.B.I. raids carried out 
against the free breakfasts. In these instances, the Free Breakfast for Children acts as a 
metonym for the Party, exemplifying the violent police repression that targeted the 
Black Panthers. These analyses fail to consider the breakfasts themselves as their own 
separate entity worthy of in-depth explanation.   
 Scholars who fail to examine the Free Breakfast for Children recreate narratives 
in which culinary labor is essentially feminine, and therefore unremarkable coming 
from women. If the work of the Free Breakfast itself has been overshadowed by “the 
guns,” as Ruth Beckford mused in her reflection on the program, the women who gave 
the work so freely have been rendered nearly invisible. A few key female figures within 
the Party gained recognition through their work: Elaine Brown, Kathleen Cleaver, 
Angela Davis, Ericka Huggins. Yet these women all held titled positions within the 
Party. In historical narratives, they function as symbols for “women’s issues” that 
historians can employ without considering the gendered nature of political work in any 
meaningful depth. The women responsible for day-to-day maintenance, especially work 
that has been associated with the domestic sphere, like cooking and childcare, remain 
overwhelmingly unnamed. Scholars recreated limiting gendered categories by leaving 
these women’s labor unexamined.  
 Historian Charles Payne notes the persistence of this erasure in the broader civil 
rights movements leading up to the Party’s rise. He notes that many Americans are 
unable to imagine women’s involvement in the black freedom struggle beyond a few 
key symbolic figures, and argues that this blindness to women’s leadership aligns with 
a refusal to see women engaged in “women’s work” as women working: 
 “Arlene Daniels, among others, has noted that what we socially define as ‘work’ 
are those activities that are public rather than private and those activities for 
which we get paid. Under this taken for granted understanding, much of the 
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activity in which women are expected to specialize – caring for children and the 
home, seeing to the fabric of day-to-day relationships – does not qualify as 
‘work’ and is thus effectively devalued.” 
 
Daniels and Payne make an important point that the separation of even movement 
work into domestic and public spheres reinforces the idea that women are skilled at and 
interested in cooking and childcare by nature, and that they are not choosing to put 
active effort into these activities. Women cooking and serving at the breakfast program, 
under this logic, were not doing anything out of the ordinary. Their work, then, has 
gone overlooked.   
 Even scholarly work that does consider the Free Breakfast for Children as a 
subject ripe for inquiry in and of itself places limits on the specific significance of food 
and culinary work. Articles like Mary Potorti’s “Feeding Revolution” or Ricky J. Pope’s 
and Shawn T. Flanigan’s “Revolution for Breakfast” provide thorough histories of the 
breakfast program, from its inception to its collapse under persistent police repression. 
Yet despite the fact that they devote significant scholarly attention to the Panthers’ 
understudied survival programs, articles like this continue to implicitly devalue 
culinary work and the political significance of food justice. By framing the Free 
Breakfast for Children as a means to an end – a step to revolution, rather than a 
revolution unto itself – scholarship like this continues to uphold formal political 
transformation as the ultimate measure of a social movement’s success.91  
 Black feminist philosophers and historians have identified these and similar 
patterns of erasure that deny black women the intellectual consideration they deserve in 
academia and culture more broadly. Philosopher Kristie Dotson, building on the 
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intellectual tradition of black feminist thinkers who came before her, notes that black 
women’s absence from these conversations and academic works is not just a mere 
instance of “losing” their stories to history. Instead, Dotson, among others, argues that 
these silences reflect intentional processes of forgetting. Dotson outlines these 
“ignorance-producing practices,” advocating for an approach to philosophy and other 
academic pursuits that, knowing black women’s contributions have been dismissed, 
ignored, or obscured, centers black women and actively looks for their work, however 
hidden.92  
Even within the liberatory pursuits of a group like the Black Panther Party, 
antiblackness and misogyny converged to deny black women credit for the substantial 
energy they poured into the movement. In historical narratives, both personal and 
scholarly, black women are not tied to the success of the Free Breakfast, and the Free 
Breakfast is overshadowed by the Panthers more visible – and often, more 
stereotypically masculine – strategies. Most histories of the Black Panther Party, though 
necessary and politically meaningful in and of themselves, engage in what Patricia Hill 
Collins calls “patterns of suppression” that lead to the unknowing of black women’s 
work. Many demonstrate omission, by leaving out black women or survival programs 
entirely. Some address the Free Breakfast or the question of Panther women shallowly, 
or purely in relation to specific key figures like Kathleen Cleaver and Angela Davis, 
echoing what Collins refers to as lip service and symbolic inclusion. Panther histories – 
unless they are explicitly about women – tell the Party’s stories from a perspective in 
which male is the default, despite the fact that women made up more than half the 
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Party’s membership at several key moments. Such approaches to Panther history rob 
Panther women of recognition for their contributions to the Party’s mission. Moreover, 
histories that frame the Panthers as a movement for black men ultimately conflate 
participation in black-led liberatory struggles with manhood.93  
Dotson’s approach of centering black women combined with an awareness of 
Collins’ patterns of suppression allows scholars to develop an analytical lens through 
which they can actually see the contributions black women made to a movement that is 
so often rendered patriarchal. In the Party’s record, particularly its visual archives, 
Panther men appear to be the leaders of the Free Breakfast for Children because media 
makers presented them engaging in the feminized labor of cooking and childcare. Many 
historians have derived their narratives of the program uncritically from this 
photographic and textual evidence, and in so doing, they have failed to challenge the 
Party’s representation of the women behind so many of the free breakfast programs. In 
Panther photographs and subsequent histories, “sexist thinking obscures the fact that 
these women make a choice to serve, that they give from the space of free will and not 
because of biological destiny.” Because the Panthers, their collaborators in visual 
strategy, and subsequent historians have failed to adequately present knowledge of 
these women’s movement participation and leadership, scholars going forward must 
make an active choice and commitment to representing and understanding black 
women’s role in the Free Breakfast for Children.94  
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Historian Ula Taylor posits that these patterns by which black women are 
excluded from academic narratives have specific ramifications in historical scholarship. 
Taylor notes that the combination of antiblackness and misogyny has kept many 
African-American women from asserting their voices in the public record, and that 
“efforts at self-protection” often obscure some aspects of black women’s inner thoughts 
and experiences from their personal records. Historians seeking to understand black 
women’s inner lives and contributions, therefore, must approach the archives with a 
critical eye: “Evaluating the claims of an alleged experience as well as theorizing from 
these same documents is an effort not only to recover voices but also to disrupt those 
canonical discourses that have too often rendered African American women invisible.” 
Taylor argues for the use of interviews and oral history where possible, as a fruitful site 
for better understanding histories or experiences that have not been formally recorded. 
She also recognizes that historical study results in many narratives, and urges scholars 
to value their subjects’ experience as much as the facts conveyed in relevant 
documents.95 
Dotson quotes Audre Lorde’s description of erasure and the conscious effort 
required to reverse it: “It is not that we [black women] haven’t always been here, since 
there was a here. It is that the letters of our names have been scrambled when they were 
not totally erased, and our fingertips upon the handles of history have been called the 
random brushings of birds.” Histories of the Black Panther Party and the Free Breakfast 
for Children that exclude or de-emphasize black women’s contributions to the Party’s 
survival programs while uplifting male leaders perpetuate this willing ignorance of 
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black women’s full agency and rich political contributions. The photographs and 
footage undergirding historical scholarship of the Free Breakfast program, taken at face 
value, seem to confirm this narrative. But to fully understand movement history, the 
historical significance of food sovereignty efforts to black Americans, culinary labor, 
and the centrality of community care to liberation, we must commit to approaching 
such visual and textual records with an oppositional gaze. We must not only see that 
black women’s legacies have been made invisible, but also recognize, reject, and reverse 
the active processes by which they have been erased.96 
 For the hundreds of children who attended the Panther breakfasts before school 
each day, the parents who were able to rest easy in the knowledge that their children 
would be fed, and the volunteers who designed the menus, gathered donations, and 
cooked plentiful meals, the Free Breakfast for Children was not just a step towards 
some amorphous revolution. The ability to access affordable food and exercise 
autonomy over one’s own diet was politically meaningful on its own. But to understand 
the full importance of the Free Breakfast for Children and the men and women who 
made it possible, it is not enough to defend its political significance. We must also ask 
whether formal “politics” are the only relevant outcome for a group like the Panthers.  
As historian Charles Payne carefully notes in his study of movement women in 
the Mississippi Delta, “When we call the movement ‘political,’ we are imposing our 
own label on it. From the viewpoint of the women involved, the movement may have 
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seemed less ‘political’ than an extension of their faith.” While the women who 
volunteered for the Free Breakfast program may not have been motivated primarily by 
religion, they likely placed the well-being of their own children, extended family, and 
social networks above whatever formal political goals the Free Breakfast contributed to. 
This is not to say that women involved in the Party’s work did not know or did not care 
about politics or formal notions of revolution. Rather, it is to say that their work need 
not have qualified as political – to them or to us, looking back on them – for it to be 
worthy of careful historical study. Their lives and their work are worth remembering, 
whether they were feeding future revolutionaries or just feeding their neighbors.  
Conclusion 
The Panthers and their allies curated the Party’s public image as a strategy of 
resistance to damaging racialized representations of black people. Party members and 
photographers outside the party produced and distributed images of the Free Breakfast 
for Children that countered stereotypes of violent, dangerous, or irresponsible black 
men. By presenting images of black men serving food to children, Party members 
undermined the foundation of their most powerful critics. Media makers captured 
images of black women at work in the Free Breakfast programs, many of which ran in 
white newspapers. Photographs of black women at the Free Breakfast similarly 
challenged stereotypes of negligent black mothers and welfare queens. Both 
representations of gender in Black Panther media worked to make the Party more 
appealing to conservative audiences, black and white.  
Yet all of these images relied on a patriarchal logic that tied the work necessary 
for the Free Breakfast for Children to femininity. The Black Panthers drew attention to 
male Panthers at the Free Breakfast program to the detriment of black women 
volunteers. Black Panther media often framed women as nurturers, supporting figures, 
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or decoration for the revolution. Despite criticizing models of poverty that blamed black 
families for their children’s hunger, even Black Panther materials held black mothers to 
unfairly high standards, often demanding that they fulfill basic parental duties in 
addition to preparing their children – and themselves – for political struggle.  
As I undertook this project, I saw photos of, read about, and met specific women 
who had dedicated some portion of their lives – sometimes as teenagers, sometimes as 
established women with full-time careers – to bringing the liberatory vision of the Black 
Panther Party into concrete reality. Ruth Beckford-Smith, Tamara Lacey, Vanetta 
Molson-Turner, Florence Davis, Earlene Coleman, and countless others gave generously 
of themselves to ensure their communities’ survival and well-being against all odds. In 
failing to adequately document their work, their contemporaries denied them credit for 
their contributions and left a sparse record for subsequent historians to draw on. But in 
failing to “struggle just as much with archival voids as we do with material traces,” 
historians who gloss over these women’s fingertips on the handles of history imply that 
there is nothing more to be found. The gaps in the archives where these women should 
be hold a rich history of radical community care that is just as worthy of recognition as 
the Party’s more formal and masculine protest strategies. I struggled to garner enough 
material that directly spoke to individual women’s contributions for even a chapter of 
this project. This was a challenge to me as a scholar, certainly. But more importantly, it 
showed me how much crucial intergenerational knowledge about movement building 
and food justice had been lost to the misogynoir that goes unquestioned in a great deal 
of movement literature.  
The Panthers’ visual record contributes to a logic that renders black women’s 
culinary labor an essential part of their womanhood, and implies that it was given 
without active choice or skill but rather as an assumed activity for their gender. 
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Historians have fallen into the same line of reasoning, perpetuating a process of erasure 
that has historically devalued both feminized labor and the women who do it. A full 
understanding of the Free Breakfast for Children – indeed, a full understanding of the 
Black Panther Party and the Black Power movement – requires us to work in active 
opposition to these patterns. Without these women, there would be no breakfast 
program. It is not enough to reinscribe the very confines the Panthers were trying to 
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Epilogue 
 Fifty years after the founding of the Black Panther Party, hundreds of Panther 
alumni and Bay Area locals gathered in West Oakland’s DeFremery Park to celebrate 
the legacy of the Party and recommit to its mission for a new generation. Nearly every 
person I spoke to at the 50th Anniversary celebration had some personal connection to 
the Free Breakfast for Children. Many of the men and women I met remembered eating 
breakfast there as children. Several of the women recalled working there. When I 
initially conceived of this project, I hoped to record oral histories with as many former 
Panthers and community volunteers as I could get in touch with. It seemed the sources I 
could draw upon to recreate the Free Breakfast and understand its multifaceted 
meanings were scarce, and the people who orchestrated its day-to-day functioning 
rarely documented it themselves. 
Many of the former Panthers and volunteers I met that day were encouraging, 
enthusiastic, and willing to speak. But as I tried to coordinate longer interviews, 
conversations that I could take note of in-depth and with fewer time constraints, their 
responses dwindled. In some cases, the people I hoped to hear the most from – 
particularly women – were unable to follow through with interviews because they were 
stretched too thin doing the very same caretaking labor I so desperately wanted to 
document. The difficulties I encountered trying to capture these women’s stories in 
their own words forced me to rethink my approach to this project. I wanted to study the 
history of the Free Breakfast program and the necessity of black women’s labor to its 
success from the perspective of those who carried it out. Instead, I struggled with the 
sources I did have, primarily documents that did not center women volunteers or food 
justice work.  
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In looking for meaning in these traces, I was reminded over and over that it is 
not enough to just re-introduce actors who are missing or de-emphasized in the 
narrative. Scholars and activists also have a responsibility to challenge the systems of 
valuation that contribute to these processes of erasure in the first place. As Ula Taylor 
so beautifully puts it,  
“Evaluating the claims of an alleged experience as well as theorizing from these 
same documents is an effort not only to recover voices but also to disrupt those 
canonical discourses that have too often rendered African American women 
invisible.” 
 
In recognizing the revolutionary significance of the Free Breakfast for Children, I hope 
to expand approaches to movement history that overvalue formal political rhetoric and 
strategies at the expense of equally important, though often less visible, tactics. The Free 
Breakfast for Children made a radical statement about the value of black life, and 
supported black Americans’ survival against all odds. The program would not have 
been able to do this without Black Panthers and community volunteers who were 
willing and able to cook, collect donations, and win social support. Through this project 
I aim to recognize the radical politics of the program, but also to illuminate the radical 
nature of the cooking and organizing behind it.97 
 When scholars prioritize telling stories about and analyzing political 
demonstrations and the written philosophies behind social movements, they erase 
crucial aspects of community organizing. Making a conscious and active effort to read 
both primary and secondary texts with an oppositional lens allows us to see and better 
understand undervalued strategies like community feminism and food justice. It allows 
us to see and better understand the people who carried out these strategies. But more 
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importantly, it pushes us to challenge the theoretical frameworks that devalue them in 
the first place. As scholars and activists, we are more prepared to understand and 
participate in political movements. We gain access to a rich genealogy to draw upon, 
and the knowledge that what is beneficial in the short-term (i.e., the Panthers’ visual 
strategy) may have unintended consequences in the long-term (the loss of many black 
women’s experiences).  
 DeFremery Park is locally known as Lil Bobby Hutton Memorial Park after the 
first recruit to the Black Panther Party, slain by police at the age of 17. As of 2016, black 
Americans continue to be shot and killed at 2.5 times the rate of whites. And as of 2016, 
one in five black children go hungry, compared to one in ten white children. Fifty years 
after the Panthers’ apex, their platform remains painfully relevant. Their strategies drew 
visceral connections between discrete, measurable acts of racism and the insidious, 
complex structures of racism that pervade American society. In making these 
connections clear, the Panthers also drew attention to a rich variety of channels through 
which black Americans could resist.  
I write this in a political moment wherein nourishment – and particularly the 
nourishment of marginalized people – is under attack. Food assistance programs face 
significant cuts. Many Americans find themselves in food deserts and food swamps, 
where the only affordable and accessible foods are void of nutrients, let alone 
nourishment for the soul. Large-scale industrial farming threatens the very health of the 
people who grow our food. My hope for this project is not simply to remember the Free 
Breakfast for Children and the black women who offered their time and energy to its 
success – though I believe that celebrating them is significant in its own right. The 
history of the Free Breakfast for Children and its unsung heroes is also, I believe, a 
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timely reminder that caring for ourselves and one another body, mind, and soul is not a 
waste of time. Instead, it is a revolutionary necessity. 
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